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Executive Summary
I.

Project and Public Purpose

There has been an increase of almost 34 percent in the population of the Patiala city between
2001 and 2011. The current estimates show that the present population of the city has reached
the figure of almost 6 lacs. When the population of any area grows at this rate, it is expected
to put immense pressure on all the natural resources. Among all the natural resources, water
is believed to be the most effected source in such a scenario. Currently, water supply in the
Patiala city is completely dependent on groundwater extraction through tube wells.
Table 1.1: Demographics of Patiala City
City

Population
2001

Patiala

Households
2011

Total

303,151

Total

406,192

Male

162,573

Male

215,617

Female

140,578

Female

190,575

2001

2011

59794

85269

Source: Census Data handbooks, 2011

At present these services are being facilitated by MCP. Other than MCP, groundwater is also
extracted by private owners, who are not connected to the city water supply system. In the
recent decades, the groundwater level has gone down to 40 meters. As per the report by the
Central Ground Water Board, the water table has gone down by 25 meters in the last 25
years, with the average depletion rate of one meter per year. The major reason for this rapid
rate of depletion is water extraction and limited aquifers. The rate of water extraction from
the ground exceeds than its natural replenishment as a result the situation is predicted to get
worse with the increasing water requirements of the city. In such a scenario, the best option to
ensure a sustainable and resilient water source for the city is to switch to surface water.
Keeping this situation in mind, Government of Punjab has decided to switch to use canal
based surface water instead of using ground water. Many canal based water supply projects
have been initiated by the Government in last few years to rescue ground water levels. At
Patiala, the State Government intends to construct Canal based Water Supply Project for
Patiala city at village Ablowal. This project shall boost the availability of drinking water to
the common masses in the Patiala city. For this proposed Canal based Water Supply Project
the State Government proposed to acquire 31.60 acres of land for public purpose under The
Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitiation and
Resettlement Act 2013 at village Ablowal (Hadbast No. 15) in tehsil and district Patiala.
1
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i.

Challenges in Existing Water Supply System (The following section includes inputs
from PMC)

Over the past two decades PMC has implemented a phased development of its water supply
system under different schemes. As the city has grown in terms of size and population, there
has been a strong need to meet the growing water demand by augmenting the water supply
system including service reservoirs and the distribution network. Though PMC in the past
had been largely successful in meeting this challenge, but with passage of time, the institution
is facing a large number of problems in balancing the demand and supply ends. Currently, the
water is drawn from hundreds of unprotected bore wells across length and breadth of the city,
which supply polluted water through an unplanned haphazard network. The system of water
supply is operationally inefficient and is providing unsatisfied services to the consumers. The
main challenges faced are:a) Unsatisfied water distribution system
b) Suction Pumps installed direct on distribution line
c) Unmetered Supply
d) Excessive Generation of water but less supply to consumer
e) Unequal water pressure
f) Excessive NRW and O&M cost
g) Contamination of water
h) Delay in Complaints redressal
i) Tariff free house connections
j) Unauthorized Consumers
k) Unwillingness of the people to pay the bills
l) Continuous failure of the Tube wells
m) Excessive financial load on the public

2
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Given the multiple challenges in existing water supply system, the Municipal Corporation
Patiala (MCP) requested the Cities Development Initiative for Asia (CDIA) for assistance in
an assessment of the feasibility of a surface water supply system for the city. CDIA is a
regional initiative established in 2007 by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the
Government of Germany, with additional support of the governments of Sweden, Austria and
Shanghai. The long-term aim of CDIA is to contribute to the promotion of sustainable and
pro-poor urban development, leading to improved environmental and living conditions for all
in Asian cities. To achieve this, CDIA provides assistance to medium-sized Asian cities (with
population from approximately 0.25 million to 5 million people) to bridge the gap between
their development plans and the implementation of their infrastructure investments through
identification and pre-structuring of appropriate projects and building urban management
capacity. Through this initiative, CDIA assists partner cities in achieving sustainable
outcomes in the following areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
MCP

Improvement of urban environmental sustainability.
Climate change mitigation/adaptation.
Urban poverty reduction, and
Enhancement of urban governance.
submitted an application for project preparation assistance to CDIA on 14th September

2017, which was duly reviewed and approved.
Justification of Public Purpose

One of the key objectives of the Social Impact Assessment is to examine whether the
proposed project serves as a public purpose project. The proposed land acquisition for canal
based water supply project is required for the following reasons:


The population of Patiala city has witnessed a significant increase in the past, as a result
there has been an ever increasing demand of water supply in the city. The present water
supply system is inadequate to meet this demand for water. With predictions of further
rise in this demand, the residents of Patiala are bound to face serious problems in terms
of regular and adequate supply of water.



The level of groundwater in the entire state of Punjab has witnessed a significant decline
in the recent past and Patiala city is no exception to this. With both, size of population
and demand for water growing rapidly in the city the scenario is bound to put increased
stress on the already stressed water level of the city. Such a scenario is not a positive sign
for any area, hence an immediate solution to this is need of the hour.



Apart from the depleting levels of groundwater another serious issue that the state of
3
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Punjab has been witnessing is the quality of groundwater. Though the problem is
prevalent in the entire state, but the problem in Malwa region particularly has been
declared to have reached an alarming level. Extensive use of pesticides has contaminated
the groundwater making it unfit for drinking purposes. Presence of high percentage of
Fluoride, heavy metals and Uranium, raises serious health concerns. Keeping these
factors in mind it can be concluded that groundwater cannot be considered a sustainable
option in these areas.


Since the water from this facility will be supplied almost to the entire city it will be
beneficial step for the public at large. Residents of the city will not only get adequate
amount of water supply regularly but also will get better quality of water as water
supplied from this facility will be treated before its supply. Hence, residents of Patiala
will get good quality of drinking water instead of contaminated and unhealthy water to
drink.

Above all, it falls under the list of projects classified in section 2 (I-b-iv) i.e. project for water
harvesting and water conservation structures, sanitation, according to the RFTCLARR Act
2013.

II.

Location

The land for the proposed acquisition for Canal Based Water Supply Project located at village
Ablowal, Patiala. Ablowal village is in the Patiala district of Punjab and it is 5 Km west from
centre of Patiala city. Population of this village is 284, of which 145 are males and 139 are
females as per Population Census 2011. Total area of the village is 561 hectares and there are
65 households in the village. The total land required for the project measures 31.60 acres.

Table 1.2: Details of Land Acquisition
Land(area in acre)
Village

Ablowal

Private and
Government
(approx.)
31.60 acre

Structures(In proposed Land)
Residen
tial
7

Commerc
ial

Other

0

5 tube
wells

Trees

Irrigation
Coverage

29

On entire
agricultural
land
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Figure 1.1: View of the Project Specific Area

Source: Google Map
III.

Size and attributes of land acquisition

The project is proposed to be constructed on the land just near to Bakhra Main Canal at village
Ablowal. Total required land for this project is 31.60 acres. These 31.60 acres of land is used for
agriculture and residential purposes.

IV.

Alternatives Considered

While conducting Social Impact Assessment study, alternatives have to be considered before
finalizing the best suitable alternative for the respective project. According to the details
provided by the requiring body two different options were considered and the most suitable
option was selected. Alternatives that were considered along with their respective advantages
and disadvantages have been discussed in the following section. The inputs for this section
have been provided by the requiring body and they have been verified by the SIA team during
Transect Walk and field visits during the study.

OPTION No. 1: Existing Intake Point from Bhakra Main Line Canal through Patiala
Navigation Channel (PNC) along Nabha- Patiala road at RD254300/L.
The source is about 2.5 km away from main city of Patiala.

5
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Advantages:


There is a chunk of about 30-32 acre agriculture land available near to the outlet from
Bhakhra Main line in Ablowal area which can easily be acquired.



There is already a sanctioned outlet of 35 cusecs capacity for Patiala Navigation Channel
(PNC) for agricultural purposes which are in the vicinity. Out of this 2.17 cusecs of water
is meant for the holy tank at Gurudwara Dukh Niwaran Sahib and Gurudwara Moti Bagh
Sahib. Hence, 32.83 cusecs of raw water is presently available. The cost of laying intake
pipe line and remodelling of PNC will be less.



This existing availability at the outlet of 32.83 cusecs which is meant for agriculture will
be get converted for drinking purposes by Municipal Corporation, Patiala (MCP).



The present demand of the drinking water of the city is 35 cusecs. This demand is
expected to increase up to 47 cusecs for the projected population for the year 2036 and
further up to 63 cusecs by the year 2051. The project will be implemented in two phases.
In Phase-1 the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) will be constructed for 47 cusecs capacity
for which 32.83 cusecs of raw water is presently available. Beside that 6.5 cusecs of
water shall be diverted from existing intake for 2-L Distributary at RD 225000/L on
upstream of this canal to meet up the requiring requirement. Thus for Phase-I, 39.33
(32.83+6.50) cusecs of water requirement out of total 47 cusecs is to be met from these
two sources. However the balance requirement viz. 47-39.33=7.67 cusecs is proposed to
be met from existing tube wells having high yield. About 18 nos of the existing tube
wells having good yield shall be kept for this purpose. These tube wells will be closed
one by one in the coming years as the water will be saved by better distribution
management and NRW control along with the sanctioning of addition capacity of the raw
water.



As the storage is required to handle the situation in case of canal closure/repair, so this
situation can be handled by closing the sluice gates already provided across the canal
hardly about 100 meters downstream the location of outlet at RD-254300.



As the Full Supply Level (FSL) in the BML is sufficiently higher than the site proposed
for storage and sedimentation tank hence, the water will be drawn by gravity which will
not involve any pumping cost at this stage.



In case of low FSL in the canal the sluice gates mentioned above can be used for ponding
to head up the water in the upstream section of the canal. This practice will also help in
6
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storage of additional raw water to meet the longer canal closure/ repair/ breach line
situation.


The route for main transmission line will be along the existing Patiala navigation channel
(PNC), which is available and feasible.



This site is within the Municipal limit of Patiala, so the supply of water to adjoining
localities like Century Enclave, Majithia Enclave, Gurdarshan Nagar, Bharat Nagar,
Ablowal area, Prem Nagar etc. will be given directly from the water works site. The
Over Head Service Reservoir (OHSR) in these areas would be filled directly which will
save the secondary pumping cost also.

Disadvantages:


The area purposed to be acquired for setting of WTP is about 30-32 acre only which is
surrounded by habitation from 2 sites and BML from West side existing Sewerage
Treatment Plant (STP) from the South side. There is no scope to reserve the land for
future extension.



This area will be sufficient for construction of 115 MLD/47 cusecs capacity WTP to cater
to the demand of water supply for the projected population of the town in the year 2036
but for further extension up to 2051 or onward, chances of availability of land seems
bleak.



An over head high tension transmission line of 440KV is passing over the purposed site.
Shifting of such heavy load is not an easy job. So the lay out will be designed in such a
way in consultation with PSPCL authorities, so that it may accommodate the components
of WTP design.

Option No. 2: Existing Intake Point from Bhakra Main Line Canal at RD 204443 /R near
Village Jalkheri .
The source is about 15 km away from MC limit in west of Patiala City.
Advantages:


Intake having capacity of 1446 cusecs at head of BML Canal for Ghaggar Link is
available. The balance requirement i.e 63-32.83-6.50=23.67 cusecs can be met from this
Ghaggar link outlet.



The agriculture land near existing Intake Point is available in abundance at this location
which can be easily acquired for setting up of WTP.
7
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The land for water treatment plant (WTP) shall be acquired near to existing intake. After
that the treated water shall be transmitted to the city area, across the BML Canal by
pumping.



The land can be acquired in required rectangular or square shape for economical design
of layout of WTP which will save wastage of land which generally occurs when the
shapes of land are irregular.



At the site the plenty of land is available for keeping it reserve for future extension also.

Disadvantages:


Source of water is far away i.e 15 km. So pipe line shall have to be laid for drawing raw
water up to WTP site.



The intake is on right side of BML canal. So continuous pumping involves for lifting
treated water across the canal.



Extra length of Main Transmission line from WTP to city area would be required which
will cause additional expenditure on the project.



The available route for Main Transmission line across BML Canal to city area shall be
along Patiala-Bhadson Road which is PWD roads. Statutory approvals are required from
the concerned department & subsequently road cut charges shall have to be paid because
no Kutcha Berms are available here for laying the pipe line which will cause additional
cost on the project.

Selection of Option
After indepth analysis and verification of the facts provided by the requiring body, it has been
found that site selected at Ablowal for WTP facility, would be a better option of the two
alternatives considered. The reasons that support this statement have been mentioned below:
a.

There is chunk of about 30-32 acre agriculture land available near the outlet from
Bhakhra Main line which can easily be acquired.

b.

There is already sanctioned outlet of 35 cusecs Capacity for Patiala Navigation Channel
(PNC) for agricultural purposes which are in the vicinity. Out of which 32.87 cusecs of
raw water is presently available. The cost of laying intake pipe line and remodelling of
PNC will be less.

c.

The present demand of the drinking water of Patiala city is 35 cusecs and it will increase
up to 47 cusecs for the projected population for the year 2036. The Water Treatment
8
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Plant (WTP) will be constructed for 47 cusecs capacity.
d.

The ultimate demand for the 30 years period i.e. for the projected population for the year
2051 is about 63 cusecs/155 MLD. The storage capacity at this site is inadequate to cater
the demand for year 2051, because the storage is required to handle the situation in case
of canal closure/repair, however it can be met with by closing the sluice gates with the
approval of concerned authorities which is already provided across the canal just about
100 mtr. downstream the location of outlet.

e.

As the Full Supply Level (FSL) in the BML is sufficiently higher than the site proposed
for storage and sedimentation tank hence, the water will be drawn by gravity which will
not involve any pumping cost at this stage.

f.

In case of low FSL in the canal the sluice gates mentioned above can be used for ponding
to head up the water in the upstream section of the canal. This practice will also help in
storage of additional raw water to meet the longer canal closure/ repair/ breach line
situation.

g.

The route for main transmission line will be along the existing Patiala navigation channel
(PNC), which is available and feasible.

h.

This site is within the Municipal limit of Patiala, so the supply of water to adjoining
localities like Century Enclave, Majithia Enclave, Gurdarshan Nagar, Bharat Nagar,
Ablowal area, Prem Nagar etc. will be given directly from the water works site. The
Over Head Service Reservoir (OHSR) in these areas would be filled directly which will
save the secondary pumping cost also.

v.

Social Impacts

The calculations are drawn by calculating the majority of responses given by respondents
during survey stage. As mentioned in above table, majority of the respondents feel that
village demography and stress of dislocation will have negative impact after the acquisition
of land. There will be no impacts on local economic activities, family collaboration,
impoverishment, common property, education, local political structures and violence against
women after land acquisition. According to respondents, their level of income and livelihood,
health, natural resources and women’s living standard will have positive impacts.

9
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Table 1.3: Anticipated Impacts

Impact

Positive

Level of Income



Level of Livelihood



Negative

Disruption in local



economic activities
Obstruction in family



collaboration
Impoverishment



Risks
Women’s Standard
of living

No Impacts



Natural Resources
(Soil, air, water,



forests)


Common property
Health




Education
Transformation of



local political
structures
Demographic
changes
Stress of dislocation
Violence against
Women





After consultation with stakeholders, field visits and desk review, nature of impacts on
different parameters have been identified. (Table 1.4)
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Table 1.4: Showing Indicative list of Social Impacts

VI.

Impact

Nature of Impact

Reasons

Land

Negative

Loss of agricultural land

Livelihood and Income

Positive

Physical resources

Positive

Private assets

Negative

Increased opportunities for
jobs
and
commercial
activities
Decrease in usage of
ground water
Loss of land and houses

Public services and utilities

N.A.

Health

Positive

Culture and Social cohesion

N.A.

Gender based impacts

N.A.

Trees to be
Purified Water

planted,

Mitigation measures
This Social Impact Management Plan (SIMP) has been prepared to mitigate negative social
impacts of land acquisition for construction of canal based water supply project at Ablowal,
Patiala according to RFCTLARR Act 2013.
Table 1.5: Analysis of Social Impact of Land Acquisition
Sr.
No.
1.

Type of Impact

Mitigation measures

Loss of fertile agricultural land

Compensation as per provision of
LARR Act 2013

2.

Loss of permanent residential structures

R&R as per provision of LARR
Act 2013

3.

Loss of trees

Lump- Sum compensation

4.

Passage to private land plots will be Alternate passage should be
blocked after construction of boundary wall provided before construction of
of the project
the boundary

11
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VII.

Assessment of Social costs and benefits

Though, it is very difficult to quantify actual cost of social impact based on severity of land
acquisition. However, the project will entail a multitude of benefits to the local people of the
surrounding areas. The project will have following benefits for the people:


Increased universal access to water.



Measured and visible impact on public health.



Improved services to customers.



Reliable services to the urban poor.



Reduction in water consumption.



Conservation of ground water resources.



Increased cost recovery due to increased customer satisfaction.



Reduction in operating costs for the utility.



Significant reduction in coping costs for customers.



Enhanced asset life.

Positive and negative aspects of the project have been discussed in detail in the following
table no: 1.6
Table 1.6: Comparative Analysis of Positive and Negative Impacts
S.
No.

Positive Impact

Negative Impacts

Remarks

1

Increased universal access to
water
Measured and visible impact
on public health

Loss of agricultural land

After
careful
examination
of
various parameters of
cost
and
benefit
(positive and negative
impacts), it is found
that the proposed land
acquisition
and
construction
would
benefit
the
local
community at large.

2

3
4
5
6
7

Passage to private and
public land will be blocked
after
construction
of
boundary wall of the
judicial complex

Improved services to
Loss of trees
customers
Conservation of ground water Loss of residence
resources
Reduction in water
consumption
Increase
in
employment
opportunities
Enhanced asset life

12
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Recommendations on Acquisition
As mentioned above, there are some negative social impacts of this project as there is
displacement involved due to the proposed land acquisition but the proposed canal based
water supply project will have more positive impacts than negative impacts. So, it is
concluded that the potential benefits of the project outweigh overall cost of the project and
this land acquisition for the proposed canal based water supply project should go through.
Determination of Compensation
The collector shall adopt the prescribed criteria to assess and determine the amount of
compensation as per section 26, 27 and First Schedule of LARR Act 2013.

13
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INTRODUCTION
I.

Context and the Background

The present study “Social Impact Assessment study of Land Acquisition for Canal based
Water Supply Project, Patiala” was primarily initiated because it focuses on water supply
as a factor that sustains life. Water is one of the most important basic needs of life.
Survival in absence of water is unimaginable. United Nations has also declared that water
is critical for sustainable development and the eradication of poverty and hunger, and is
indispensable for human development, health and wellbeing. Ironically, it is an
unfortunate situation that potable water is rapidly becoming scarce and the growth in its
demand is estimated to surpass the demand of many other resources in the twenty-first
century. Meeting the ever-growing demand for water due to increasing population, rapid
urbanisation and economic growth across is going to pose a formidable challenge to the
governments across the globe. The problem is more alarming in developing nations due
to factors like lack of institutional framework and policies for water management. One of
the most serious environmental issues that the world is expected to face in the near future
is scarcity of potable water. A lot of attention has been diverted towards this issue and
governments across the world have initiated efforts for sustainable management of
freshwater resources. 22nd March has been dedicated as World Water Day in order to
draw global attention towards the seriousness of the problem and raise the importance of
water. According to the World Economic Forum, water crisis is among the top 3 global
risks and failing to respond effectively to this challenge will have devastating global
effects.
i.

Water situation in the World

According to United Nations, water use has been increasing worldwide by about one
percent per year since the 1980s. This increase has been impelled by a combination
of population growth, socio-economic development and changing consumption patterns.
This pattern of growth in global water demand is expected to continue at a similar rate
until 2050. As a result, there will be an increase of twenty to thirty percent in demand
above the current level of water use. United Nations has also revealed that over two
14
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billion people live in countries experiencing high water stress, and about four billion
people experience severe water scarcity during at least one month of the year. A research
by Global Water Institute has established that around 700 million people worldwide could
be displaced by intense water scarcity by 2030 (Global Water Institute, 2013). According
to recent estimates one third of the world‟s biggest groundwater systems are already in
distress (Richey et al., 2015). These stress levels will continue to increase in future as the
demand for potable water grows. On the supply side, out of the total water available
across the planet, only 2.5 percent is fresh-water and the rest is oceanic or saltwater.
Around 70 percent of the fresh-water is frozen and rest 30 percent is groundwater. As per
World Health Organization (WHO) estimates, only 0.007 percent of all water on earth is
readily available for human consumption. The above mentioned figures are a clear
indicator of the fact that amount of freshwater is finite. In order to avert the impending
global water crisis the decade of 2018-2028 has been declared as „Water Action Decade‟.
The main objective of this step is to mobilize action that will help transform how we
manage water.
ii.

Water situation in India

The water situation in India is no better than the rest of the world. Rather India is among
the nations that are facing an acute water shortage. There is a continuous water crisis in
India and the intensity of this crisis shows no signs of abating. Ever growing demand
along with mismanagement of water resources, inconsistent rainfall are among the major
factors responsible for this situation. According to an UN report, approximately one
billion people in India live in areas facing physical water scarcity, of which about 600
million people reside in areas having high to extreme water stress. India is currently
ranked 120th among 122 countries in the water quality index. In India, groundwater forms
the most important resource. However, a large number of aquifers are believed to be
overexploited and have reached unsustainable levels. As per Deep Wells and Prudence, a
report by The World Bank, if current trends continue, in 20 years about 60 percent of all
India‟s aquifers will be in a critical condition. Such a scenario will have serious
implications for agriculture, economic growth as well as overall livelihood. According
to the Government of India data, in the decade between 2001 and 2011, there was a
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marked decrease of 15 percent in the average annual per capita water availability. It has
been predicted that these figures will witness a further decrease of 13 percent by 2025
and another 15 percent by 2050. As a result, the Government of India has issued a note of
warning against the severe water crisis the country will face in the next few years because
of over exploitation of rivers and ground water sources. According to government
sources, at least 253 blocks in the country have already reached the critical stage, and
more than 680 fall in the semi-critical category. Another area of concern for the
government is water quality and high concentration of fluoride and arsenic in it. Since 85
percent of the rural population is dependent on ground water for drinking, and 184
districts spread across 19 states are affected by contaminated water.
iii.

Water Situation in Punjab

Groundwater forms the largest source of water for a majority of households in Punjab.
Cultivation of high-water consuming crops, rapid increase in population as well as
urbanisation has led to increased extraction of groundwater leading to a rapid decline in
groundwater table. According to a draft report submitted recently by the Central Ground
Water Board, the state will be reduced to a desert in next 25 years if the exploitation of its
underground water resources continues at the current rate. The report states that in Punjab
the rate of extraction of groundwater is a staggering 165 per cent. The total available
water resources of Punjab are 29.69 Million Acre Feet (MAF), out of which surface water
is 12.30 MAF and groundwater is 17.39 MAF. But water requirement in state is 50 MAF,
showing a deficit of 20.31 MAF for a major riparian state (Directorate of Water
Resources, Punjab, 2012). The continuously growing demand of water for various
purposes has put the water resources of the state under immense stress. Though the major
consumer of groundwater in the state is agriculture sector, but making water available for
drinking is the priority of the government. According to Groundwater Estimation
Committee (GEC), 10 percent of the water resources available in the state have to be kept
reserved for drinking and industrial usage.
The Government of Punjab has been taking several initiatives in order to avoid this
scenario. In order to curb the depletion of the water table, The Punjab Preservation of
Sub-Soil Water Act 2009 has been enacted by the government. Under this Act, a date is
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fixed for the start of paddy sowing nearer to the onset of monsoon. It is estimated that
putting off this date by one day can save 4.8 lakh million litres of groundwater.
Groundwater, especially in the Malwa region of Punjab is unfit for drinking and
irrigation, according to a study published recently in the Arabian Journal of Geosciences,
the official journal of the Saudi Society for Geosciences. The study also warns that
children in the region are highly vulnerable to methemoglobinemia, a blood disorder in
which insufficient oxygen is delivered to cells. “The entire region is highly contaminated
with nitrate, which leaves children highly vulnerable to the blue baby syndrome,” wrote
Surindra Suthar, the author of the study, and an assistant professor at the School of
Environment and Natural Resources, Doon University, Dehradun, Uttarakhand. A study
commissioned by the Centre‟s Department of Science and Technology, analysed 76
samples from all the districts of the state. The Water Quality Index (WQI) of 80 per cent
of the samples was found to be unfit for drinking. According to the findings of the study,
the main issue of concern is that people rely on contaminated groundwater mainly due to
non-availability of alternate drinking water sources. In such a scenario a major step in this
direction that has been adopted by various governments, is substituting groundwater
completely or partially with surface water.
According to Punjab Water Supply and Sewerage Board, about 85 percent of the urban
population in the state is currently receiving a basic service level of 135 lpcd water
through public water supply schemes which will be increased to 97 percent in the coming
years. Besides that, around 85 percent of the urban population of the state are getting
drinking water supply that is based on tube wells across 166 Urban Local Bodies (ULB).
The water table level in these areas is rapidly decreasing due to extensive water extraction
for irrigation purpose. Another area for concern for the state government has been the
quality of water obtained from the tube wells. The quality of water available from these
sources is deteriorating substantially and the major reason for it is the presence of high
percentage of Fluoride, heavy metals and Uranium, making it unfit for drinking purposes.
Keeping in mind factors like fast depleting groundwater level and health concerns due to
falling quality of the groundwater it can be concluded that water from these sources
cannot be considered a sustainable option. In such a scenario surface water is believed to
be a suitable substitute to the groundwater as a source for potable water. Water from
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surface water sources such as canals can be used for household purposes including
drinking after undergoing a treatment process. After treatment the water can be supplied
to different parts of the cities through existing water supply system or could be provided
with new supply system if that is not already available.
Figure 2.1: Showing Ground Water Level in Punjab and Patiala

Source: Ground Water Yearbook 2016-17, Central Ground Water Board
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iv.

Project Area

Patiala is a city situated in the southeastern part of Punjab and the northwestern part of
India. It is the fourth largest city in the state and is the administrative capital of Patiala
district. Patiala is located at 30.32°N 76.40°E. It has an average elevation of 250 metres.
Patiala also served as the capital of erstwhile state PEPSU. Patiala state was established
in 1763 by Baba Ala Singh, a Jat Sikh chieftain, who laid the foundation of the Patiala
fort known as Qila Mubarak. The old city of Patiala was built mainly around this fort. But
with the passage of time the limits of the city have extended in all directions. Patiala
Municipal Corporation (PMC) is the local body responsible for governing, developing
and managing the city. PMC is further divided into 57 municipal wards. Patiala
Development Authority (PDA) is the body that looks after the planning and development
of the greater Patiala Metropolitan Area. Patiala Development Department, a special
department of the Government of Punjab, has been recently formed for overall
development. Patiala consists of three assembly constituencies: Patiala Urban, Patiala
Rural and Sanaur. Hinduism is the prominent religion of Patiala City, followed
by Sikhism. Minorities are Muslims, Christians, Jains and Buddhists. According to 2011
census, 2011 Patiala UA had a population of 446,246 and Patiala city 406,192. Males
constituted 54% of the population, and females 46%. Patiala had an average literacy rate
of 86%, higher than the national average of 64.9%. In Patiala, 10% of the population was
under 5 years of age. The city gets its drinking water supply from the underground
sources. It is divided into 15 zones according to the water supply scheme of the municipal
corporation. Each zone has its own independent tube well network, and five areas are
under Public Health Department.
II.

Background of the Project

The figures given above shows that there has been an increase of almost 34 percent in the
population of the Patiala city between 2001 and 2011. The current estimates show that the
present population of the city has reached the figure of almost 6 lacs. When the
population of any area grows at this rate, it is expected to put immense pressure on all the
natural resources. Among all the natural resources, water is believed to be the most
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effected source in such a scenario. Currently, water supply in the Patiala city is
completely dependent on groundwater extraction through tube wells.
Table 2.1: Demographics of Patiala City
City

Population
2001

Patiala

Households
2011

Total

303,151

Total

406,192

Male

162,573

Male

215,617

Female

140,578

Female

190,575

2001

2011

59794

85269

Source: Census Data handbooks, 2011

Figure 2.2: Showing Map of Patiala District

Source: Census Handbook 2011
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Figure 2.3: Showing Map of Patiala City

Source:Google Maps
At present these services are being facilitated by MCP. Other than MCP, groundwater is
also extracted by private owners, who are not connected to the city water supply system.
In the recent decades, the groundwater level has gone down to 40 meters. As per the
report by the Central Ground Water Board, the water table has gone down by 25 meters
in the last 25 years, with the average depletion rate of one meter per year. The major
reason for this rapid rate of depletion is water extraction and limited aquifers. The rate of
water extraction from the ground exceeds than its natural replenishment as a result the
situation is predicted to get worse with the increasing water requirements of the city. In
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such a scenario, the best option to ensure a sustainable and resilient water source for the
city is to switch to surface water. Keeping this situation in mind, Government of Punjab
has decided to switch to use canal based surface water instead of using ground water.
Many canal based water supply projects have been initiated by the Government in last
few years to rescue ground water levels. At Patiala, the State Government intends to
construct Canal based Water Supply Project for Patiala city at village Ablowal. This
project shall boost the availability of drinking water to the common masses in the Patiala
city. For this proposed Canal based Water Supply Project the State Government proposed
to acquire 31.60 acres of land for public purpose under The Right to Fair Compensation
and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitiation and Resettlement Act 2013 at
village Ablowal (Hadbast No. 15) in tehsil and district Patiala.
i.

Challenges in Existing Water Supply System (The following section includes
inputs from PMC)

Over the past two decades PMC has implemented a phased development of its water
supply system under different schemes. As the city has grown in terms of size and
population, there has been a strong need to meet the growing water demand by
augmenting the water supply system including service reservoirs and the distribution
network. Though PMC in the past had been largely successful in meeting this challenge,
but with passage of time, the institution is facing a large number of problems in balancing
the demand and supply ends. Currently, the water is drawn from hundreds of unprotected
bore wells across length and breadth of the city, which supply polluted water through an
unplanned haphazard network. The system of water supply is operationally inefficient
and is providing unsatisfied services to the consumers. The main challenges faced are:a) Unsatisfied water distribution system: Although most of the residents of the city are
having access to the piped water supply but they are unhappy about the fact that there is
no certainty of water timings. The consumers who are near to the source of water i.e. tube
well get water at very good pressure but the consumers who are at the far end face water
pressure issues.
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b) Suction Pumps installed direct on distribution line: The timing of water supply in the
city is intermittent due to which people fill the over roof tanks. For this purpose they
generally use suction pumps which are directly installed over the distribution lines. Those
who are near to tube well get water in plenty and the people at far end do not get the
water even at low pressure.
c) Unmetered Supply: There is no bar on the quantity to draw the water from the pipe
line as the tariff rates are lump sum. This is also the cause of wastage of water and its
faulty distribution management.
d) Excessive Generation of water but less supply to consumer: Due to lump sum tariff
rates and unmetered water supply the distribution becomes unfair which always compel
the people to raise demand for water by installing new tube well in their locality, which
ultimately results excessive extraction of water but less supply and less satisfaction to the
public.
e) Unequal water pressure: In the presence of no bar on the quantity of water withdrawal
from the pipe line, installation of suction pumps directly on the distribution line, lump
sum tariff rate and unmetered water supply, it is not possible to provide required pressure
to all the consumers.
f) Excessive NRW and O&M cost: As explained above the water generation is far above
the genuine requirement of the water for the town. This has led to excessive wastage of
water resulting to more Operation and Maintenance cost.
g) Contamination of water: Experience has shown that in the most of the cases the cause
of contamination is the house connection. Generally the pipe used for house connection
gets rusted and starts to leak. As and when the suction pump installed is operated on non
supply times it sucks the foreign liquid in to it.
h) Delay in Complaints redressal: Although PMC tries to redress customer complaints
speedily but unplanned and haphazard delivery system hampers the timely solution of
problems. This leads to unnecessary harassment of the customers.
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i) Tariff free house connections: As per existing tariff rate policy adopted by PMC the
households having plot area less than 125 sq yards do not have to pay any tariff for
drinking water. On the other side there is no bar on the quantity to be used by them. This
has encouraged people to divide their bigger house in to smaller parts of less than 125 sq.
yards to get free water and resulting in multiple number of house connections.
j) Unauthorized Consumers: There are a number of unauthorized consumers in the city
who have got their water supply connection without the permission/ knowledge of the
Municipal Authorities.
k) Unwillingness of the people to pay the bills: The present system of water supply has
cause dissatisfaction among the people regarding quality of water, pressure of supply,
timings of supply, complaint redressal etc. which has created unwillingness among them
to pay the bills.
l) Continuous failure of the Tube wells: The continuous and over draft from the tube
wells has caused speedy depletion of the ground water table. Even the recently installed
tube wells have been facing this problem.
m) Excessive financial load on the public: Due to intermittent and uncertain water
supply hour‟s every house hold has their own water storage to meet with the demand at
odd hours, for which they have to incur expenditure on PVC or Masonry over roof tanks
and on pumping system to fill these tanks. The residents also prefer to purchase and
install purifiers of their own to insure the potable water.
Given the multiple challenges in existing water supply system, the Municipal Corporation
Patiala (MCP) requested the Cities Development Initiative for Asia (CDIA) for assistance
in an assessment of the feasibility of a surface water supply system for the city. CDIA is a
regional initiative established in 2007 by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the
Government of Germany, with additional support of the governments of Sweden, Austria
and Shanghai. The long-term aim of CDIA is to contribute to the promotion of
sustainable and pro-poor urban development, leading to improved environmental and
living conditions for all in Asian cities. To achieve this, CDIA provides assistance to
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medium-sized Asian cities (with population from approximately 0.25 million to 5 million
people) to bridge the gap between their development plans and the implementation of
their infrastructure investments through identification and pre-structuring of appropriate
projects and building urban management capacity. Through this initiative, CDIA assists
partner cities in achieving sustainable outcomes in the following areas:
1.

Improvement of urban environmental sustainability.

2.

Climate change mitigation/adaptation.

3.

Urban poverty reduction, and

4.

Enhancement of urban governance.

MCP submitted an application for project preparation assistance to CDIA on 14 th
September 2017, which was duly reviewed and approved.
III.

Developers Background

Punjab Water Supply and Sewerage Board is a statutory body set up by the State
Government for Development, Regulation and Control of the Drinking water sector and
sewerage sector in the urban areas of Punjab. Prior to the formation of PWSSB such
services were being performed by the Punjab, PWD, Public Health Deptt.. The
jurisdiction of the PWSSB (Board) extends to the whole state (Urban Areas). The Board
largely works for putting in place urban water supply system, sewerage schemes and
STPs as well as operational management water supply schemes, sewerage scheme and
STPs in various towns of Punjab. In this area the main function of the Board is to prepare,
execute, promote and finance the schemes for supply of water for drinking purposes and
sewerage schemes for disposal of domestic sewerage.
i.
1.

Duties and Functions of the Punjab Water Supply & Sewerage Board
Investigating and surveying the requirements of water supply and sewerage
schemes;

2.

Planning and preparing schemes including schemes covering areas falling within
the jurisdiction of more than one local authority for the purpose of providing the
supply of drinking water or sewerage facilities;

3.

Executing schemes under the phased programme for the provision of drinking water
and sewerage facilities within the areas of local authorities to which such schemes
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relate;
4.

Executing such drinking water supply or sewerage facilities schemes as may be
transferred by the Government from the Department of Public Health to the Board;

5.

Working out priorities with the approval of the government and drawing up a
detailed programme of executing the schemes;

6.

7.
8.

Laying down the norms of staff to be employed by a local authority for the
maintenance of water supply and sewerage works which the local authority
concerned shall notwithstanding anything contained in any other law, take into
consideration while employing the additional staff necessitated by such works;
Any matter which is supplemental, incidental or consequential to any of the above
functions;
Such other functions as may be prescribed.

The PWSSB since its 41 years of its existence has executed many prestigious water
supply and sewerage projects like World Bank aided Water supply & Sewerage Project,
Urban Renewal Project for Water Supply and Sewerage services, HUDCO – aided Water
Supply and Sewerage Projects, prevention of Pollution of river Satluj and West Bein,
Accelerated Water Supply Project, to name a few.
At present, the Board is executing a number of projects for water supply and sewerage
services in the urban areas and the main projects under execution are under JNNURM,
Urban Infrastructure Development Scheme for Small and Medium towns, PIDB aided
Water Supply & Sewerage Schemes, setting up of Sewage Treatment Plants under River
Action Plan, JICA – aided Sewerage Project of Amritsar and AMRUT.

IV.

Social Impact Assessment

As per section 4 of The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land
Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act 2013, a Social Impact Assessment study
is required to be carried out before initiating land acquisition notifications under section
11 of the Act. The State Social Impact Assessment Authority, Punjabi University Patiala
has been authorised to conduct Social Impact Assessment study for above said land
acquisition.
Social Impact Assessment includes the processes of analyzing, monitoring and managing
the intended and unintended social consequences, both positive and negative, of planned
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interventions (policies, programs, plans, projects) and any social change processes
invoked by those interventions. Its primary purpose is to bring about a more sustainable
and equitable biophysical and human environment.
The important features of this definition are that:
1.

The goal of social impact assessment is to bring about a more ecologically, socioculturally and economically sustainable and equitable environment. SIA, therefore,
promotes community development and empowerment, builds capacity, and develops
social capital (social networks and trust).

2.

The focus of concern of SIA is a proactive stance to development and better
development outcomes, not just the identification or amelioration of negative or
unintended outcomes. Assisting communities and other stakeholders to identify
development goals, and ensuring that positive outcomes are maximised, can be more
important than minimising harm from negative impacts.

3.

The methodology of SIA can be applied to a wide range of planned interventions,
and can be undertaken on behalf of a wide range of actors, and not just within a
regulatory framework.

4.

SIA contributes to the process of adaptive management of policies, programs, plans
and projects, and therefore needs to inform the design and operation of the planned
intervention.

5.

SIA builds on local knowledge and utilises participatory processes to analyse the
concerns of interested and affected parties. It involves stakeholders in the assessment
of social impacts, the analysis of alternatives, and monitoring of the planned
intervention.

6.

The good practice of SIA accepts that social, economic and biophysical impacts are
inherently and inextricably interconnected. Change in any of these domains will lead
to changes in the other domains. SIA must, therefore, develop an understanding of
the impact pathways that are created when change in one domain triggers impacts
across other domains, as well as the iterative or flow-on consequences within each
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domain. In other words, there must be consideration of the second and higher order
impacts and of cumulative impacts.
7.

In order for the discipline of SIA to learn and grow, there must be analysis of the
impacts that occurred as a result of past activities. SIA must be reflexive and
evaluative of its theoretical bases and of its practice.

8.

While SIA is typically applied to planned interventions, the techniques of SIA can
also be used to consider the social impacts that derive from other types of events,
such as disasters, demographic change and epidemics.

SIA is best understood as an umbrella or overarching framework that embodies the
evaluation of all impacts on humans and on all the ways in which people and
communities interact with their socio-cultural, economic and biophysical surroundings.
SIA thus has strong links with a wide range of specialist sub-fields involved in the
assessment of areas such as: aesthetic impacts (landscape analysis); archaeological and
cultural heritage impacts (both tangible and non-tangible); community impacts; cultural
impacts; demographic impacts; development impacts; economic and fiscal impacts;
gender impacts; health and mental health impacts; impacts on indigenous rights;
infrastructural impacts, institutional impacts; leisure and tourism impacts; political
impacts (human rights, governance, democratisation etc); poverty; psychological impacts;
resource issues (access and ownership of resources); impacts on social and human capital;
and other impacts on societies. As such, comprehensive SIA cannot normally be
undertaken by a single person, but requires a team approach.


Objectives

a.

Assess whether the proposed acquisition serves public purpose.

b.

Estimate number of affected families and number of families among them likely to
be displaced.

c.

Understand extent of land, public and private, houses, settlement and other common
properties likely to be affected by the proposed acquisition.

d.

Understand extent of land acquired is bare minimum needed for the project.

e.

Analyze alternate place (if any).
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f.

Study of social impacts, nature and cost of addressing them and impact of these costs
on the overall cost of the project vis-à-vis its benefits.

V.

Justification of Public Purpose

One of the key objectives of the Social Impact Assessment is to examine whether the
proposed project serves as a public purpose project. The proposed land acquisition for
canal based water supply project is required for the following reasons:


The population of Patiala city has witnessed a significant increase in the past, as a
result there has been an ever increasing demand of water supply in the city. The
present water supply system is inadequate to meet this demand for water. With
predictions of further rise in this demand, the residents of Patiala are bound to face
serious problems in terms of regular and adequate supply of water.



The level of groundwater in the entire state of Punjab has witnessed a significant
decline in the recent past and Patiala city is no exception to this. With both, size of
population and demand for water growing rapidly in the city the scenario is bound to
put increased stress on the already stressed water level of the city. Such a scenario is
not a positive sign for any area, hence an immediate solution to this is need of the
hour.



Apart from the depleting levels of groundwater another serious issue that the state of
Punjab has been witnessing is the quality of groundwater. Though the problem is
prevalent in the entire state, but the problem in Malwa region particularly has been
declared to have reached an alarming level. Extensive use of pesticides has
contaminated the groundwater making it unfit for drinking purposes. Presence of
high percentage of Fluoride, heavy metals and Uranium, raises serious health
concerns. Keeping these factors in mind it can be concluded that groundwater cannot
be considered a sustainable option in these areas.



Since the water from this facility will be supplied almost to the entire city it will be
beneficial step for the public at large. Residents of the city will not only get adequate
amount of water supply regularly but also will get better quality of water as water
supplied from this facility will be treated before its supply. Hence, residents of
Patiala will get good quality of drinking water instead of contaminated and unhealthy
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water to drink.
Above all, it falls under the list of projects classified in section 2 (I-b-iv) i.e. project for
water harvesting and water conservation structures, sanitation, according to the
RFTCLARR Act 2013.
VI.

Key Benefits of the Project

The project will entail a multitude of benefits for the people of the Patiala city. The
project will have following benefits:


Increased universal access to water.



Measured and visible impact on public health.



Improved services to customers.



Reliable services to the urban poor.



Reduction in water consumption.



Conservation of ground water resources.



Increased cost recovery due to increased customer satisfaction.



Reduction in operating costs for the utility.



Significant reduction in coping costs for customers.



Enhanced asset life.

● Increased universal access to water
As per a survey conducted by PWSSB, at the overall city level, roughly 85% of sample
households are reported to be covered by municipal water supply service connections.
The 24x7 project is part of a broader improvement program which has the goal of 24x7
self-sustaining, safe drinking water for the entire city by 2020. This includes 100%
metered connection coverage. The 24x7 project will replace existing faulty connections
and meters, and strengthen the existing network. People living in slums will be the main
beneficiaries in terms of access. Currently, a major part of the households in low income
groups do not have access to municipal water supply connections. All slum households
have access to water supply, through hand pumps or public stand posts.
● Measured and visible impact on public health
Disease incidences among sample households reveals that incidence of water borne
disease is about 52 per 1000 population; while that of vector-borne diseases is 15 per
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1000 population. This translates into opportunity costs for households in terms of cost of
treatment and for poor households dependent on daily wage labour, loss of wages,
making a case for safe drinking water as well as environmental sanitation interventions.
One of the main benefits of 24x7 continuous, pressurized water supplies is that the risk of
ingress of contaminated water is reduced.
● Improved services to customers
Key issues in water supply are:


Inadequate pressure in certain areas.



Supply timings at odd hours, greatly inconveniencing the poor.



Power cuts/load shedding affecting water supply.



Common stand posts with/without leaking taps and continuous water wastage
during supply hours.



Large number of unauthorized connections, leading to unsafe water.



Need to promote sense of ownership of community facilities by charging for areas of
improvement under the 24x7 project include reliability (hours of supply and
pressure) and quality (although this is already reported as 100% in PMC,
nevertheless continuous, pressurized supply reduces the need for excessive
chlorination, and risk of ingression of contaminated water). Stand posts will be over
time replaced with individual connections. Unauthorized connections will be
regularized. Improved meter reading, billing and collection (currently majority of
customers do not get a regular bill, and collection efficiency is also very low) will be
ensured. Customer care units will be set up in head office and all operational
units/service areas. Training in handling customers will be provided for all front end
staff including plumbers and meter readers. Resolving queries and complaints would
be a priority, but should not impede operational staff in their daily routines (over time
predictive and preventive maintenance would be established in place of reactive
maintenance).

● Reliable services to the urban poor
Most of households in low income groups do not have access to municipal water supply
connections. In the overall analysis, the poorest households in low income group areas
are worse off than those in slums, indicating perhaps that past programs and facilities for
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the poor have mainly been targeted at slums. The 24x7 conversion program will introduce
group and individual connections. A lifeline supply of 135 lpcd will be provided, the
revision of tariff rates for all groups people are under consideration with GOP.
Households belonging to most the backward community, those living in kutcha houses,
Below Poverty Line (BPL) households (assessed on the basis of asset ownership) and
those where the main wage earner is disabled are categorized as other disadvantaged
households, for whom there is a need for policy support, especially related to tariff
subsidies and concessionary charges for availing connections.
● Reduction in water consumption


For purposes of planning and design, it has been assumed that average generation
will reduce to 135 lpcd after the distribution management is improved and 24X7
water is made available at each and every tap. The demand for water has been
assessed with the following assumptions:



The service level would be insured @ 135 lpcd to every person by improving the
distribution management by the year 2020. This figure is expected to see a drop due
to increase in tariff and prudent demand management by the utility as well as
increased awareness of customers.



Proportion of urban poor population would reduce as prosperity increases in the city.
The service level for urban poor would increase from current level to 135 lpcd.



As the population increases, the requirement for treated water production will
increase, however, the active non-revenue water management program will ensure
physical losses are minimized.

● Conservation of water resources
Augmentation of raw water transmission and water treatment works is critical to meet
demand at tap for a growing population but the optimum solution is to implement the
24x7 service improvement plan including reductions in NRW/physical losses. It is
obvious that in the base-case the production requirement at the water treatment works
will increase with the increase in population of the town while for the base-case with the
service improvement plan the increase will not be proportionate to population growth.
This represents a saving in terms of treated water production.
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● Increased cost recovery due to increased customer satisfaction
At the current tariff, PMC is unable to recover the entire O&M costs for water supply
from the existing tariff policy. The new tariff policy is under consideration with GOP.
After the satisfaction of the consumers about the service being rendered to them then
there will be no hesitation in paying the bills.
● Reduction in operating costs for the utility
The savings made in treated water production translate directly in savings in capital
expenditure and operating expenditure. It is being observed that for the fifteen year
period, 2021 to 2036, the medium term „performance improvement plan‟ associated with
the 24x7 project will result in a 25% reduction in required treated water production an
associated saving in Capex, and saving in Opex also. Capex savings are mainly for raw
water transmission and water treatment works. Opex savings are from the costs
associated with production such as staff costs, electricity, chemicals and repairs and
maintenance all of which increase with increased volumes of water produced.
● Significant reduction in coping costs for customers
Some of the savings for customers will come from no longer needing to purchase water
or water purification systems, or invest in pumps and storage.


Purchase of water.

This is observed that most of the households in the event of disruption in water supply by
PMC due to various reasons (repair work, power cuts, drought year etc.) and on occasions
when a large number of guests are expected buy bottled water. After 24X7 supplies, they
do not need to purchase water on such occasions.


Storage.

Costs related to storage capacity created (capital cost and installation cost of storage tanks
and their maintenance) were reported by about 95% of sample households. The average
storage capacity reported by MIG and HIG households is 3000 litres. Cost of a Sintex
storage tank of 5000 litres is in the range of Rs. 6500. Residents will be saved from this
expenditure.


Pumps.

About 30 percent households indicated costs related to pump installation, maintenance
and operation. A majority of these pumps are of 1 or 2 HP capacity. Average capital cost
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for a 1 HP and 2 HP pumps are Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 15,000 respectively. This cost will be
saved.


Bore wells.

The submersible pumps are installed on the bore well which is bored about 200 feet deep
the cost of which is nearly Rs. 60,000. This cost will be saved.


Water purification.

A majority of households reported the use of purification devices such as aqua guard; UV
filters etc. while some prefer to boil drinking water. Installation costs of purification
devices like Aqua Guard, RO/UV etc. typically ranges between Rs. 10,000.-20000.
Expenditure on these devices will be saved.
● Enhanced asset life
Delivery of 24x7 water supplies improves and extends the life of the network assets as it
avoids daily operation of valves resulting in surge, water hammer and wear and tear. As
part of the improvement program, it has been recommended that PMC should adopt a
Computerized Maintenance Management System with an up-to-date asset inventory, and
PDAs/smart phones for operational staff to better manage work orders and preventive
maintenance schedules, track equipment downtime, generate alerts of needed actions,
track spare parts, and maintain asset inspection reports. Asset management requires
knowledge of levels of service, assets and their characteristics (which requires an asset
inventory), the physical condition of assets, the performance of assets, and the total cost
of asset ownership (life-cycle costs). Closely related to asset management are the
optimization of O&M activities (using standard operation and maintenance procedures),
regular condition and performance assessments of assets, and preparing/updating an Asset
Replacement Schedule. With prudent asset management there is a shift from reactive
maintenance to preventive maintenance and predictive maintenance (based on asset
condition and performance) which helps enhances asset life and performance.

VII.

Detail of Project size and location

The land for the proposed acquisition for Canal Based Water Supply Project located at
village Ablowal, Patiala. The total land required for the project measures 31.60 acres.
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Table 2.2: Details of Land Acquisition

Land(area in
acre)
Village

Ablowal

Structures(In proposed Land)

Private and
Government
(approx.)

Reside
ntial

Commerc
ial

Other

31.60 acre

7

0

5 tube
wells

Trees

Irrigation
Coverage

29

On entire
agricultural
land

Figure 2.4: View of the Project Specific Area

Source: Google Map
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VIII.

Examination of Alternatives

While conducting Social Impact Assessment study, alternatives have to be considered
before finalizing the best suitable alternative for the respective project. According to the
details provided by the requiring body two different options were considered and the
most suitable option was selected. Alternatives that were considered along with their
respective advantages and disadvantages have been discussed in the following section.
The inputs for this section have been provided by the requiring body and they have been
verified by the SIA team during Transect Walk and field visits during the study.

OPTION No. 1: Existing Intake Point from Bhakra Main Line Canal through Patiala
Navigation Channel (PNC) along Nabha- Patiala road at RD254300/L.
The source is about 2.5 km away from main city of Patiala.
Advantages:


There is a chunk of about 30-32 acre agriculture land available near to the outlet
from Bhakhra Main line in Ablowal area which can easily be acquired.



There is already a sanctioned outlet of 35 cusecs capacity for Patiala Navigation
Channel (PNC) for agricultural purposes which are in the vicinity. Out of this 2.17
cusecs of water is meant for the holy tank at Gurudwara Dukh Niwaran Sahib and
Gurudwara Moti Bagh Sahib.

Hence, 32.83 cusecs of raw water is presently

available. The cost of laying intake pipe line and remodelling of PNC will be less.


This existing availability at the outlet of 32.83 cusecs which is meant for agriculture
will be get converted for drinking purposes by Municipal Corporation, Patiala
(MCP).



The present demand of the drinking water of the city is 35 cusecs. This demand is
expected to increase up to 47 cusecs for the projected population for the year 2036
and further up to 63 cusecs by the year 2051. The project will be implemented in two
phases. In Phase-1 the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) will be constructed for 47
cusecs capacity for which 32.83 cusecs of raw water is presently available. Beside
that 6.5 cusecs of water shall be diverted from existing intake for 2-L Distributary at
RD 225000/L on upstream of this canal to meet up the requiring requirement. Thus
for Phase-I, 39.33 (32.83+6.50) cusecs of water requirement out of total 47 cusecs is
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to be met from these two sources. However the balance requirement viz. 4739.33=7.67 cusecs is proposed to be met from existing tube wells having high yield.
About 18 nos of the existing tube wells having good yield shall be kept for this
purpose. These tube wells will be closed one by one in the coming years as the water
will be saved by better distribution management and NRW control along with the
sanctioning of addition capacity of the raw water.


As the storage is required to handle the situation in case of canal closure/repair, so
this situation can be handled by closing the sluice gates already provided across the
canal hardly about 100 meters downstream the location of outlet at RD-254300.



As the Full Supply Level (FSL) in the BML is sufficiently higher than the site
proposed for storage and sedimentation tank hence, the water will be drawn by
gravity which will not involve any pumping cost at this stage.



In case of low FSL in the canal the sluice gates mentioned above can be used for
ponding to head up the water in the upstream section of the canal. This practice will
also help in storage of additional raw water to meet the longer canal closure/ repair/
breach line situation.



The route for main transmission line will be along the existing Patiala navigation
channel (PNC), which is available and feasible.



This site is within the Municipal limit of Patiala, so the supply of water to adjoining
localities like Century Enclave, Majithia Enclave, Gurdarshan Nagar, Bharat Nagar,
Ablowal area, Prem Nagar etc. will be given directly from the water works site. The
Over Head Service Reservoir (OHSR) in these areas would be filled directly which
will save the secondary pumping cost also.

Disadvantages:


The area purposed to be acquired for setting of WTP is about 30-32 acre only which
is surrounded by habitation from 2 sites and BML from West side existing Sewerage
Treatment Plant (STP) from the South side. There is no scope to reserve the land for
future extension.



This area will be sufficient for construction of 115 MLD/47 cusecs capacity WTP to
cater to the demand of water supply for the projected population of the town in the
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year 2036 but for further extension up to 2051 or onward, chances of availability of
land seems bleak.


An over head high tension transmission line of 440KV is passing over the purposed
site. Shifting of such heavy load is not an easy job. So the lay out will be designed in
such a way in consultation with PSPCL authorities, so that it may accommodate the
components of WTP design.

Option No. 2: Existing Intake Point from Bhakra Main Line Canal at RD 204443 /R
near Village Jalkheri .
The source is about 15 km away from MC limit in west of Patiala City.
Advantages:


Intake having capacity of 1446 cusecs at head of BML Canal for Ghaggar Link is
available. The balance requirement i.e 63-32.83-6.50=23.67 cusecs can be met from
this Ghaggar link outlet.



The agriculture land near existing Intake Point is available in abundance at this
location which can be easily acquired for setting up of WTP.



The land for water treatment plant (WTP) shall be acquired near to existing intake.
After that the treated water shall be transmitted to the city area, across the BML
Canal by pumping.



The land can be acquired in required rectangular or square shape for economical
design of layout of WTP which will save wastage of land which generally occurs
when the shapes of land are irregular.



At the site the plenty of land is available for keeping it reserve for future extension
also.

Disadvantages:


Source of water is far away i.e 15 km. So pipe line shall have to be laid for drawing
raw water up to WTP site.



The intake is on right side of BML canal. So continuous pumping involves for lifting
treated water across the canal.



Extra length of Main Transmission line from WTP to city area would be required
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which will cause additional expenditure on the project.


The available route for Main Transmission line across BML Canal to city area shall
be along Patiala-Bhadson Road which is PWD roads. Statutory approvals are
required from the concerned department & subsequently road cut charges shall have
to be paid because no Kutcha Berms are available here for laying the pipe line which
will cause additional cost on the project.

Selection of Option
After indepth analysis and verification of the facts provided by the requiring body, it has
been found that site selected at Ablowal for WTP facility, would be a better option of the
two alternatives considered. The reasons that support this statement have been mentioned
below:
a.

There is chunk of about 30-32 acre agriculture land available near the outlet from
Bhakhra Main line which can easily be acquired.

b.

There is already sanctioned outlet of 35 cusecs Capacity for Patiala Navigation
Channel (PNC) for agricultural purposes which are in the vicinity. Out of which
32.87 cusecs of raw water is presently available. The cost of laying intake pipe line
and remodelling of PNC will be less.

c.

The present demand of the drinking water of Patiala city is 35 cusecs and it will
increase up to 47 cusecs for the projected population for the year 2036. The Water
Treatment Plant (WTP) will be constructed for 47 cusecs capacity.

d.

The ultimate demand for the 30 years period i.e. for the projected population for the
year 2051 is about 63 cusecs/155 MLD. The storage capacity at this site is inadequate
to cater the demand for year 2051, because the storage is required to handle the
situation in case of canal closure/repair, however it can be met with by closing the
sluice gates with the approval of concerned authorities which is already provided
across the canal just about 100 mtr. downstream the location of outlet.

e.

As the Full Supply Level (FSL) in the BML is sufficiently higher than the site
proposed for storage and sedimentation tank hence, the water will be drawn by
gravity which will not involve any pumping cost at this stage.

f.

In case of low FSL in the canal the sluice gates mentioned above can be used for
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ponding to head up the water in the upstream section of the canal. This practice will
also help in storage of additional raw water to meet the longer canal closure/ repair/
breach line situation.
g.

The route for main transmission line will be along the existing Patiala navigation
channel (PNC), which is available and feasible.

h.

This site is within the Municipal limit of Patiala, so the supply of water to adjoining
localities like Century Enclave, Majithia Enclave, Gurdarshan Nagar, Bharat Nagar,
Ablowal area, Prem Nagar etc. will be given directly from the water works site. The
Over Head Service Reservoir (OHSR) in these areas would be filled directly which
will save the secondary pumping cost also.

Phases of Construction
IX.

Core Design Features

The net work of water supply lines in town is already designed and commissioned. The
current project is to shift the source of water from ground water to canal based surface
water and to make the system for 24X7 water supplies by replacing the present
intermittent system. It is recommended to design the surface water supply system to build
the first Phase for the mid-term (15 year) capacity in Phase-1 for the 100% projected
population of the town for the year 2036 i.e. 115 MLD/ 47 cusecs for 6.91 million people.
The existing intake has limited availability of cusec out of sanctioned capacity, which is
insufficient to meet up water demand of whole city for next 15 years. Further chance of
enhancement in capacity of discharge depends upon concurrence of all three stake holder
states i.e. Punjab, Haryana & Rajasthan. However water demand of whole city can be
met up to year 2036 by adding some part of water through existing or newly installed
tube wells installed under other projects. It is expected that about 25 nos. recently/newly
bored tube wells having good yield out of the existing shall be kept for adding the water
to the system to meet the demand till enhancement of the sanctioned capacity of the
existing outlet is received. It will replace the existing groundwater source to maximum
extent and it will be shifted ultimately 100% to surface water.
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Transformation to Surface Water Supply
Moreover, significant adjustments to the distribution network are required. This will take
a few years to accomplish and it will therefore take time before the surface water can be
distributed fully over the city and all tube wells can be abandoned as for years to come. A
part of the water demand will continue to be provided from the tube wells.
 Reduction in NRW
The approach is also related to the efforts to be made in reducing the large volumes of
„unaccounted-for water‟. This currently stands at an estimated 60% of water production
and shall be reduced drastically.
Currently the supply from groundwater stands at 155 MLD. The difference between the
net demand and supply are water losses or „unaccounted-for water‟.
The surface water supply scheme will be implemented in two Phases. In the Phase-I the
demand of the 100% projected population of the town up to year 2036 shall be taken.
Major demand of the water shall be met from the Canal water whereas the gap of demand
shall be met from 18 nos tube wells till the capacity of the sanctioned out let if got
enhanced.
The water losses shall be reduced from the current 60% to a target of 15% as advised by
CPHEEO. This will take a few years to accomplish. It will continue progressing towards
the targeted water loss. While the reduction is being achieved, more and more tube wells
can be abandoned.

 Schedule of Planning
When this is agreed upon, the design capacities of the various components of the surface
water system will be as tabulated below :-( Table 2.3)
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Table 2.3: Various Components of the Surface Water System
Sr. No.

Component of the System

Considerations for Planning and Design

1.

Water Source

Sufficient to meet 30 year demand i.e. Q
average =155 MLD. However 115 MLD will
be used in Phase I

2.

Intake

Civil Works for full capacity of 115 MLD
Equipment for 15 year capacity (115 MLD)
3.

Water Treatment Plant and
S&S tanks for Phase I

Plant to be constructed for 115 MLD capacity
Land reservations for Phase I i.e. for 115 MLD
CPHEEO recommends that the mains are
constructed for the full capacity i.e. 155 MLD.
These will be designed in such a way that their
sizes may suit both the capacities i.e. 115 MLD
and 155 MLD

4.

Transmission Main

For the preliminary design we will examine
whether it is justifiable and feasible to
construct one main of Q average 115 MLD
capacity in the Phase I and plan that in this
main the water treated under Phase II could be
injected
To be constructed for 115 MLD capacity.

5.

Pumping Stations for Phase I

Land reservations to be provided with the
intake, WTP shall be for 115 MLD capacity.

6.

UGSRs

For six hours capacity of the zone concerned
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X.

Applicable Legislation and Policies
Table 2.4: Regulations and legislation's relevant to this project.

SR.
No

Act / Rules
The Right to Fair
Compensation and

1.

Transparency in Land
Acquisition and
Rehabilitation and
Resettlement 2013

2.

Environment
Protection Act-1986

Air (Prevention and
3. Control of Pollution)
Act, 1981

Purpose

Reason for
Applicability

Authority

Fair and
Transparent

This act will be

acquisition of land applicable to as there will
under well defined

Land
Acquisition

be acquisition of land.

Collector

As all environmental

MoEF. Gol;

notifications, rules and

DoE, State

schedules are issued

Gov. CPCB;

under this act.

SPCB

rules

To protect and
improve overall
environment

This act will be
To control air

applicable during

State Pollution

pollution

different phases of

Control Board

construction
To control water
pollution by

Water Prevention and
4. Control of Pollution
Act 1974

controlling

This act will be

discharge of

applicable during pre and

pollutants as per

post construction phase

State Pollution
Control Board

the prescribed
standards
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This act will be

Noise Pollution
5. (Regulation and
Control Act) 1990

The standards for

applicable as vehicular

noise for day and

noise on project routes

night have been

required to assess for

State Pollution

promulgated by

future years and

Control Board

the MoEF for

necessary protection

various land uses.

measure need to be
considered in design.

Protection form
6.

Public Liability and

hazardous

Insurance Act 1991

materials and

diesel, Bitumen,

accidents.

Emulsions etc.

Motor Vehicle Act
7.

Contractor need to stock

1988 and Central
Motor Vehicle
Rules1989

To check vehicular
air and noise
pollution.

hazardous material like State Pollution

This rule will be
applicable to road users
and construction
Machinery.

To provide for the
The Punjab Water

establishment

8. Supply and Sewerage

of Water Supply

Board Act, 1976

and sewerage

9.

To regulate

Canal and Drainage

Irrigation,

(Punjab Amendment)
Act, 2012

Navigation and
Drainage

Department of
Transport,
Punjab
Department of

PWSSB is the developer
of this project.

Board
The Northern India

Control Board

Local
Government,
Punjab &
PWSSB

Water supply for this

Department of

project will be taken from

Irrigation,

BML

Punjab
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TEAM COMPOSITION, APPROACH AND SCHEDULE OF
SIA
I.

TEAM COMPOSITION

Financial

Commissioner,

Government

of

Punjab

vide

Notification

No.

24/84/2013-LR-1/2344, dated 25/02/2014 had notified Department of Sociology and
Social Anthropology, Punjabi University Patiala as State Social Impact Assessment Unit.
The Collector, Land Acquisition Patiala had applied and provided details of land to be
acquired to SSIA Authority, Punjabi University Patiala. The SIA notification of Land
Acquisition for Canal based Water Supply Project was published on 08/03/19. In response
to the SIA request and details provided by the Deputy Commissioner Patiala, State Social
Impact Assessment Authority had constituted a team to carry out SIA.
Table 3.1: Social Impact Assessment team

Project Coordinator

Dr. Tanwinder Singh Jeji

Project Co-Coordinator

Mr. Sandeep Singh
Mr. Amritpal Singh (Gender Expert)

Research Supervisor
Mr. Pushpinder Singh
Ms.Kirandeep Kaur
Research Investigators
Mr. Gurwinder Singh

II. METHODOLOGY
SIA methodology includes collection of data from both primary and secondary sources.
Secondary data/information has been collected from the District Commissioner Patiala,
published reports and census data. The main sources of primary data are the stakeholders
(potential project affected persons) –direct and indirect both, Apart from them SIA team
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has also carried out discussions with local officials, group discussions and will conduct
public hearing as per provision of RFCTLARR Act 2013 etc.

DATA SOURCES
The following section highlights data sources and activities that are being carried out for
the preparation of SIA report.
Data from Secondary Sources
The following information has been collected from the published documents to appreciate
the project background, land ownership status, and statistical information required for the
baseline information.


The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and
Resettlement Act 2013,



Primary Census Abstract, District Census Handbook 2011,



Statistical Abstract Punjab,



District wise Socio-Economic Indicators (Directorate of Economics & Statistics, GoP),



Information has been collected from the Revenue records and Revenue maps was prepared
by the office of the Revenue department and local administration including that of the
District Collector/Sub-Divisional Magistrate/Tehsildar,



Acts and Policies of Government of India and Government of Punjab related to R&R and
Land acquisition.
Data and information from Primary Sources



Structured Survey - Baseline and Census survey in a prescribed format



Public Consultation



Focused Group Discussions



Consultation with key informants



Interviews with important secondary stakeholders



Public Hearing
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Indicative methodology to study the aspects of Social Impact Assessment is briefly
presented in Table 3.2
Table 3.2: Indicative Methodology of Conducting SIA
S.
No.

Aspects of Social Impact
Assessment

Description of Methodology

Source

1

To assess whether the
proposed acquisition serves
public purpose

Verification of Supportive
Documents establishing the
public purpose of the project

Office of Deputy
Commissioner,
Patiala

2

Estimate number of affected
families and number of
Census and baseline survey of
Field Study
families among them likely to PAFs
be displaced.

3

Understand the extent of
public and private land,
houses, settlement and other
common properties likely to
be affected by the proposed
acquisition.

4

Understand the extent of land In-depth study of proposed
acquired is bare minimum
utilization of land to be
needed for the project.
acquired

5

Whether Acquisition at other
place is found not feasible.

Alternative analysis of
alignment and location of
project

Desk study and
field verification

6

Study of the Social impacts,
nature and cost of addressing
them and impact of these
costs on the overall cost of the
project vis-à-vis the benefit of
the project.

Field Surveys, questionnaire,
Field Observation, Official
Govt. records , collective &
individual views etc.

SSIA Authority,
Punjabi
University,
Patiala.

‘Transect Walk’ through
Alignment, based on
ownership details of the land
Field study
and type of land to be acquired,
enumeration of affected
properties, trees etc.
Desk study and
field verification
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III.

SCHEDULE OF CONSULTATIONS

Consultative procedure has been a critical but important phase in the entire Social Impact
Assessment process. The consultation process will continue till the preparation of Social
Impact Management Plan (SIMP). Social impact assessment ensured involvement of
local communities through participatory planning and structured consultations. Public
hearing have to be conducted at village level to endorse important planning approaches
and policies. It is hoped that linkages developed during this phase will ensure the
involvement of stakeholders in the implementation of the project. Following section
highlights type of consultations.
 OBJECTIVES


To involve key stakeholders in the process of SIA.



To know about local issues, sentiments, beliefs and opinions.



To identify strategies and recommendations to strengthen partnership between
government and project affected people.



To develop specific proposal for action and resource mobilization

 TYPE OF CONSULTATION
Information Dissemination: The dissemination process and the type of information
shared with the stakeholders during consultation are described below:

Information dissemination focused on the proposed project characteristics and land
requirement for the Canal based Water Supply project.



PAFs were informed them about, resultant impacts during and after land acquisition.



During these consultations, Google maps, maps given by District Administration
were used to explain about the location of proposed land acquisition. This activity
helped people to understand the impact on their assets and properties.



Pamphlets/Parcha/Banners carrying information about the project were prepared and
shared with the stakeholders and villagers explaining proposed project and social
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impact assessment studies (Fig 3.1).


Consultation during Survey Stage: At this stage, consultations were carried out
with the Project Affected Persons to understand their views regarding land
acquisition, extent of land to be acquired, land prices, compensation, environmental
issues and social impacts. Focused group discussions including PAPs and local
people at strategic locations such as Gurudwara and Panchayat Ghar to understand
acceptability of the project and issues related to land acquisition. The overall
objective of these consultations was to ensure that the local people can participate in
the project specific studies and they were encouraged to express their concerns and
opinions. Their suggestions/preferences are included in SIA report.
Fig. 3.1: Consultations and dissemination of information during Baseline Survey
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FRAMEWORK FOR CONTINUED CONSULTATION

As per provision of section 4(6) and section 7(6) of the RFCTLARR Act 2013, the
SIA report is required to be disclosed to local people at conspicuous locations such as
village panchayat , Tehsil & District offices. To fulfill the goal the SIA team will
ensure that.


Key stakeholders, Department of Local Government, Govt. of Punjab (requiring
body), Deputy Commissioner, Patiala

(representing appropriate Government) and

State Social Impact Assessment Authority Punjabi University, Patiala will be
involved actively in approval of recommendations of social impact assessment
studies by expert appraisal group as per provision of section 7 of LARR Act 2013,


A sensitization workshop will be held to share experiences of SIA of the project
during approval stage.



Identified critical issues will be given due attention in developing good
communication strategies with the land owners during acquisition process under
LARR Act 2013,



Key features of the compensations and R&R entitlements (as per the provision of
section 30 of the RFCTLARR Act 2013) will be displayed on billboards, in the
village for understanding and its acceptability.

IV.

SCHEDULE OF SIA
Details showing the date wise Schedule of Social Impact Assessment (SIA) for Land
Acquisition of Canal based Water Supply Project.
Table 3.3: Showing Schedule of SIA study
Date

Particulars

16-04-19

Submission of TOR

18-04-19

Selection of SIA Team for carrying out a SIA study

22-04-19

Training of SIA Team at State Social Impact Assessment Authority, Punjabi
University, Patiala.

23-04-19

Field Survey at village Ablowal, Patiala

onwards
6-06-19

Submission of Draft SIA report and SIMP
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LAND ASSESSMENT

I.

Information regarding acquisition of Proposed Land and Project Specific Area

Land acquisition for the proposed Canal based Water Supply project is being carried out as
per provisions of the Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition
Rehabilitation and Resettlement 2013. Land of village Ablowal was finalized by the
appropriate government for the construction of Canal based Water Supply project. Land
which is proposed to be acquired is shown in figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Map of proposed Land Acquisition

Source: Revenue Department, Patiala
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II.

Project Specific Area

Ablowal village is in the Patiala district of Punjab and it is 5 Km west from centre of Patiala
city. Population of this village is 284, of which 145 are males and 139 are females as per
Population Census 2011. Total area of the village is 561 hectares and there are 65 households
in the village. The view of the area is shown in Figure 4.2
Figure 4.2: View of the Project Specific Area

Source: Google Map

III. Total Land Requirement
The project is proposed to be constructed on the land just near to Bakhra Main Canal at
village Ablowal. Total required land for this project is 31.60 acres. These 31.60 acres of land
is used for agriculture and residential purposes.
Table 4.1: Land Requirements
Sr. No.

Land Required for
Water Treatment and its allied components

Unit
Acre

Number (approx.)
21.0

2.

Auxiliary item (Administration House,
Chemical House, Car Keeping)

Acre

2.20

3.

Internal Roads

Acre

2.2

4.

Green Land (Grass, Trees and other
underground services)

Acre

4.60

5.

Total

Acre

30.0

1.

Source: PWSSB
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IV. Quantity of Land Proposed to be acquired
Total 31.60 acres of land is proposed to be acquired in village Ablowal. The ownership of this
proposed land is given in table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Showing details of land proposed to acquire
Sr.
No.

District

Tehsil

Village

Khasra

Type of

No.

Land

Area
Bighe

Biswe

6

0

0

5

5

14

4

14

4-10 cwhI 11.

Patiala

Patiala

Ablowal

502

10 gYr
mumikn

2.

503

gYr mumikn
5-0 cwhI 0-

3.

504

14 gYr
mumikn
4-0 cwhI 0-

4.

505

14 gYr
mumikn

5.

506

cwhI

6

5

6.

509

cwhI

6

5

7.

510

cwhI

3

15

8.

511 min

cwhI

8

10

9.

512

cwhI

6

5

10.

513

cwhI

6

5

11.

514

cwhI

7

5

12.

515

cwhI

6

5

6

7

6-6 cwhI 013.

516

10 gYr
mumikn

14.

517

cwhI

5

5

15.

518

5-8 cwhI 0-

5

13
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Sr.
No.

District

Tehsil

Village

Khasra

Type of

No.

Land

Area
Bighe

Biswe

4

16

4

5

5 gYr
mumikn
16.

693

cwhI
3-10 cwhI

17.

694

0-15 gYr
mumikn

18.

695

cwhI

3

6

19.

696

cwhI

2

10

20.

697

cwhI

2

18

21.

698

cwhI

2

18

22.

699

cwhI

2

18

23.

700

cwhI

2

18

cwhI

3

21/2

cwhI

3

21/2

cwhI

3

21/2

cwhI

3

21/2

701 min
24.

western
Side
702 min

25.

western
side
703 min

26.

western
side
704 min

27.

western
side

28.

705

cwhI

6

0

29.

706

cwhI

1

18

30.

707

cwhI

0

9

31.

708

cwhI

8

2
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Sr.

District

No.

Tehsil

Village

32.

Area

Khasra

Type of

No.

Land

Bighe

Biswe

711

cwhI

6

10

cwhI

4

15

cwhI

0

8

151

14

712 min
33.

western
side

34.

713

35.

V.

Total

Land Use Pattern

General land use pattern of the state indicated that the project area has mixed land use largely
dominated by agriculture. The economy of the project area is predominantly based on
subsistence agriculture with wheat, rice as the main crops. Some proportion of the proposed
land is being used for residential purpose.
VI.

Type of Land

Following section presents the type of land required for the proposed acquisition. (Table 4.3)
Table 4.3: Project Area: Loss of Land
Land(area in
acre)
Village

Structures(In proposed Land)
Irrigation

Private and
Government

Residential Commercial

Other

Coverage

Trees

(approx.)

Ablowal

31.60 acres

7 houses

-

5 tube
wells

On entire
agricultural

29

land

Table 4.3 shows that 31.60 acrs of land is being proposed to be acquired at village Ablowal.
There are five tube well in the land. The entire agricultural land which is proposed to acquire
is irrigated. Majority of the land is being owned by private owners. There are fifteen non fruit
bearing and fourteen fruit bearing trees on the proposed land to be acquired. The detail is
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given in the following tables.
Table 4.4: Project Area: Loss of Trees
Village/

Melia Azedarach

Azadirachta Indica

District

(Dek)

(Neem)

Ablowal

12

1

Populus
2

Table 4.5: Project Area: Loss of Trees (Fruit Bearing)

Village/
District

Black

Indian

Plum

Jujube

(Jamun)

(Beri)

3

3

Ablowal

Mulberry

2

Prunus

Psidium

Mangifera

Vitus

persica

Guajava

Indica

vinifera

(Peach)

(Guava)

(Mango)

(Grape)

2

2

1

1

VII. Classification of Land
The land in Ablowal is basically agricultural land and irrigation is from tube wells. In Punjab
mainly there is mono cropping pattern which is rice in summers and wheat in winters.
Similarly in this village mainly two crops are being cultivated in the fields.
Table 4.6: Classification of Area
Village/

Area as per village

Area under

Net Sown Area

Gross Sown

District

record (Hectare)

forests (Hectare)

(Hectare)

Area (Hectare)

Ablowal

561

8

229

455

Patiala

36655

733

29603

58635

VIII. Cropping Pattern
Cropping pattern in project specific land and area is of mono type similar to the State. Major
crops yielded are Rice and Wheat.
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Table 4.7: Cropping Pattern of the Project Specific Area
Block/

Total Area

Village

(hectares)

Ablowal

561

216

218

-

-

2

15

36655

25381

28706

1

74

6

43

Patiala

Wheat

Paddy

Cotton

Sugar-

Maize

cane

Other
Cereals

Source: esopb.gov.in/DistrictReports

IX. Irrigation
The irrigation is dependent on ground water mainly from electrically operated tube wells.
Ground water level at Ablowal is about 90 feet.

X. Land Prices
Assessing the land prices is a part of SIA study. Collector rate of the land at village Ablowal
is shown in table 4.7.
Table 4.8: Rate of the land at village Ablowal for the Year 2017-18
Sr. No. Village
1.

Ablowal

Type of Land

Present Collector
Rate

Unit

Agriculture

38,25000

Acre

Residential

1,170

Square yard

Gurdeep
2.

Colony,
Ablowal

Source: https://patiala.nic.in/district-collector-rates/
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL PROFILE
(AFFECTED AREA)
I.

General

This chapter highlights the socio-economic profile of the project area and the project
affected persons. This chapter specifically analyzes the impacts on land and other
immovable assets based on detailed Measurement Survey. Based on the impact on land
and structures, Census Survey was carried out; and the results of the survey established
socio-economic status of PAFs. The survey has indicated the nature and characteristics of
project specific area, PAPs, PAFs and it helps to mitigate negative impacts of the
proposed project.
II.

The Project Area

Ablowal village is in the Patiala district of Punjab and it is 2 Km away from district
headquarters in Patiala city. Ablowal village has a population of 284, in which 145
are males and 139 are females, as per Census 2011 1. Schedule Caste population is
7.04% which is lower than the state average. Ablowal village has literacy rate of
63.02% compared to 75.84 % of Punjab. Male literacy stands at 68.96 % while
female literacy rate is 56.83%.
Table 5.1: Demographics of the Project Specific Area
Population
Punjab

Patiala District

Patiala City

Ablowal

27,743,338

18,95,686

4,06,192

284

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

14,639,465

13,103,873

10,02,522

8,93,164

2,15,617

1,90,575

145

139

Source: CCSR, Punjabi University, Patiala.

1

Cesus 2011, Punjab, District Handbook, Series 4
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III.

Socio -Economic Characteristics of the Project Area

Most of the people in the project area are dependent on the agricultural activities. The
table below indicates that the project area depicts average performance on important
development indices such as work participation rate (38.73%). The socio-cultural
indicators point to low development indices. Total literacy rate of village Ablowal is
63.02% compared to 75.84 % of Punjab. (Table 5.2)
Table 5.2: Social and Economic Indicators of the Project Area
Economic

Social& Demographic

State/ District/

Literacy(%)
Total

Non

Workers(%)

workers(%)

Punjab

35.67

Patiala
Ablowal

Block/ Village

SC (%)
Total

Male

Female

64.33

75.84

80.44

70.73

31.94

34.83

65.17

66.83

70.92

62.22

24.54

38.73

61.27

63.02

68.96

56.83

7.04

Source: 1.Reports of ESO Punjab Management Information System – Village Directories
2.Punjab at a Glance, District – Wise, Govt. of Punjab, India
3. CCSR Punjabi University Patiala.

The above table shows that total SC population of the state is 31.94 percent which
is higher than the district SC population. The percentage of SC population in Patiala is
24.54 and 7.04 in Ablowal. The literacy rate in Ablowal is 63.02 % which is lower than
the state and district where literacy rate is 75.84 and 66.83 percent respectively.
IV.

Socio-economic details of stakeholders

This section deals with the social and economic details of project affected persons and
project affected families. During survey 68 families have been identified as direct or
indirect stakeholders. Total 144 respondents have been consulted during census survey
stage using interview schedule method. The social and economic parameters of the
project affected people are following:
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Age
To know about the age of stakeholders gives the SIA study a good idea about area and its
people because if the number of older people is high in specific area then there can be
different problems and attitudes of that respective area. If the number of younger people
is high then social problems, attitudes can be different like unemployment and drug
addiction. So the understanding of the age pattern is very important and age data of all the
respondents is given below in table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Age of the Respondents
Age (Years)

Number

Percentage

1-20

11

7.64

21-40

35

24.31

41-60

68

47.22

61 and above

30

20.83

Total

144

100

Above mentioned table shows that majority of the stakeholders in this study are from the
age limit of 41-60. They contribute 47.22% of the total. 24.31% stakeholders are from the
age limit of 21-40. 20.83% stakeholders are from the age limit of 61 and above.

Sex
In the following table, it is shown that female respondents in this study are 47. They
contribute 32.64% of the total. 67.36% respondents are males with the number of 97. It is
mentioned that the majority of these female respondents are not the owners of the land
but they are included in the study to understand the impacts of this project on them also.
Table 5.4: Sex of the Respondents
Sex

Number

Percentage

Female

47

32.64

Male

97

67.36

Transgender

0

0

Total

144

100
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Social Category

In India we are stratified into different groups at economic and social level. It is a feature
of our society that people are socially stratified which means they are ranked up and
down according to their social category mainly by their respective castes. When
conducting a SIA study at village level then it is important to know the social categories
of respondents because issues and impacts on different categories can be different. Social
categories of respondents are shown in table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Social Category of the Respondents
Social Category

Number

Percentage

General

85

59.03

S.C.

57

39.58

B.C.

2

1.39

O.B.C

0

0

Total

144

100

Above mentioned table shows that majority of the respondents in this study are from
General social category. They contribute 59.03 of the total. 39.58% respondents are from
the Schedule Caste category. According to Punjab Government there are no S.T. in the
state.
Religion
It is shown that the majority of the respondents in this study are from Sikh religion. They
contribute 54.17% of the total. 43.05% and 2.78% respondents are from the Hindu and
Muslim religion respectivily.
Table 5.6: Religion of the Respondents
Religion

Number

Percentage

Hindu

62

43.05

Sikh

78

54.17

Muslim

4

2.78

Other

0

0

Total

144

100
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Household Income
A majority of the project affected families lies in the income range between 80,000 to 1
lac annually. They contribute 38.23% of the total. 26.47% families’ income is above one
lac. 16.18% have the income of 60,000 to 80,000 annually. This shows that around 80%
respondent’s income is above 60,000 annually as declared by the respondents.
Table 5.7: Household Income level of the Affected Families
Income Level (annual)

Families

Percentage

less than 20,000

5

7.35

20,000 to 40,000

3

4.42

40,000 to 60,000

5

7.35

60,000 to 80,000

11

16.18

80,000 to 1 Lac

26

38.23

1 Lac and Above

18

26.47

Total

68

100

Education Level
The following table shows the education level of the respondents. 35.42% respondents
have studied up to matriculation, 13.19% up to senior secondary, 13.19% are graduates
and 2.78% are post graduates. There are 25 respondents out of 144 who are illiterates.
Table 5.8: Education level of the Respondents
Education level

Respondents

Percentage

Illiterate

25

17.36

Up to Primary

26

18.05

Matriculation

51

35.42

Senior Secondary

19

13.19

Graduation

19

13.19

Post Graduation

4

2.78

Total

144

100
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Occupation
In table 5.9, it is shown that the occupation of 13.89% respondents is agriculture. 52.08%
respondents are involved in private jobs and they are mostly those who had migrated at
this place from different parts of the country. There are 9.03% respondents who didn’t
mention their occupation. Some respondents do business and Govt. Jobs.
Table 5.9: Occupation of the Respondents
Occupation

Respondents

Percentage

Agriculture

20

13.89

Business

10

6.94

Private Job

75

52.08

Government Job

3

2.08

Home Maker

23

15.97

Not mentioned

13

9.03

Total

144

100

V. Quality of Living Environment
The village Ablowal is located 2.5 kms from the city head quarters. This proximity to the
city has a visible impact on the living environment of the village. There is a mixture of
city and village life in this area. A portion of agriculture land of this village has been
transformed into residential colonies. As a result, apart from local village people, a large
of migrant families have shifted to this site. The village has Patriarchal pattern of kinship.
The compound of village Gurudwara at Ablowal houses a Mandir and Samad of Pir Baba
which is a significant mark of religious harmony in the village. There were visible signs
of mixed economy.
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SOCIAL IMPACTS
I.

Process of identifying Social Impacts

The SIA team has collected and analysed a range of quantitative and qualitative data, has
undertaken site visits, used non-participatory observation method, interview method and
conducted focused group discussions in identifying the social impacts. A detailed assessment
based on a thorough analysis of all the relevant land records and data, field verification,
review of similar projects and comparison with them has been conducted by the SIA team. A
framework of identifying social impacts is mentioned below:
 People’s way of life: that is, how they live, work, play, and interact with one another on a
day-to-day basis.
 Culture: that is, their shared beliefs, customs, values, and language or dialect.
 Community: its cohesion, stability, character, services, and facilities.
 Political systems: the extent to which people are able to participate in decisions that affect
their lives, the level of democratisation that is taking place, and the resources provided for
this purpose.
 Environment: the quality of the air and water that people use; the availability and quality
of the food that they eat; the level of hazard or risk, dust, and noise in which they are
exposed to; the adequacy of sanitation, their physical safety, and their access to and
control over resources.
 Health and well-being: where ‘health’ is understood in a manner similar to the World
Health Organisation definition: ‘‘a state of complete physical, mental, and social wellbeing, not merely the absence of disease or infirmity’’.
 Personal and property rights: particularly whether people are economically affected, or
experience personal disadvantage, which may include a violation of their civil liberties.
 Fears and aspirations: their perceptions about their safety, their fears about the future of
their community, and their aspirations for their future and the future of their children.
 Area of impact under the proposed project, including both land to be acquired and areas
that will be affected by environmental, social or other impacts of the project have been
identified by the SIA team with help of several visits to the proposed area.
 Quantity and location: the land proposed to be acquired for the project was identified with
the help of field visits to Ablowal and analysis of the revenue records provided by the
acquiring body.
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 Bare minimum: The fact as claimed by the acquiring body that the land proposed for
acquisition is the bare minimum required was verified with the help of structural plan
provided by acquiring body.
 Possible alternative: the site for the project and its feasibility was analyzed by visiting the
site at Ablowal. The claim by acquiring body that the proposed land is the only suitable
option was verified by SIA team.
 Land measuring 31.60 acres has been proposed to be acquired at Ablowal. This land will
be acquired according to provisions of Land Acquisition Act 2013 for the construction of
Canal based Water Supply Project. The SIA team visited the site and conducted the
Transect Walk at the above mentioned location.
 Possibility of use of any public, unutilized land for the project: To see whether land

belonging to the village Panchayat of Ablowal or Government land can be used in project.

II.

Findings of Impacts

Important issues were discussed during consultation with the stakeholders individually and
also at the village level. These issues were related to social impacts like loss of livelihood,
compensation for acquired land and properties and provision of jobs in the project. The
important issues raised during these consultations are presented in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Important Issues of Consultation
Issues Identified
Solutions
Provision of job in lieu of compensation as per new
For R&R consideration
RFCTLARR Act 2013,
Fair compensation according to
Loss of Residence
LARR Act 2013
Loss of source of livelihood because of loss of Fair compensation according to
fertile agricultural land,
LARR Act 2013
Fair compensation according to
Loss of trees
LARR Act 2013 and plantation of
new trees
Measures should be taken by
Compensation for common land
acquiring body
Passage to private land and plots will be blocked
Alternative passage should be
after construction of boundary wall of the project
provided
Measures should be taken by
Property related issues
acquiring body
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Issues Identified

Solutions
Measures should be taken by
acquiring body. If possible small
proportion of land that will be left
behind should be acquired

Not useful remaining land
Community
needs
compensation phase

post

acquisition/post

Social and financial counseling etc.
Measures should be taken by
acquiring body

Development of the village

 The Solutions to these issues have been discussed in detail in Social Impact Management
Plan (SIMP)

III.

Details of impacts during different phases

Various impacts have been identified which will be experienced during the different phases
of the project. Mitigation measures to negative impacts will be recommended in Social
Impact management Plan (SIMP).

Table 6.2: Showing Impacts during different phases of the project

Pre Construction

During Construction

Post Construction

Acquisition of land

Dust Pollution

Job opportunities

Deforestation

Noise Pollution

Purified water supply to
mass population
Passage to private land and

Property issues

Job opportunities

plots will be blocked after
construction of boundary
wall
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IV.

Post Acquisition Impacts anticipated by Stakeholders
Table 6.3: Anticipated Impacts

Impact

Positive

Level of Income



Level of Livelihood



Negative

Disruption in local



economic activities
Obstruction in family



collaboration
Impoverishment



Risks
Women’s Standard
of living

No Impacts



Natural Resources
(Soil, air, water,



forests)


Common property
Health




Education
Transformation of



local political
structures
Demographic
changes
Stress of dislocation
Violence against
Women





These calculations are drawn by calculating the majority of responses given by respondents
during survey stage. As mentioned in above table, majority of the respondents feel that
village demography and stress of dislocation will have negative impact after the acquisition
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of land. There will be no impacts on local economic activities, family collaboration,
impoverishment, common property, education, local political structures and violence against
women after land acquisition. According to respondents, their level of income and livelihood,
health, natural resources and women’s living standard will have positive impacts.

V.

Indicative list of Social Impacts

After consultation with stakeholders, field visits and desk review, nature of impacts on
different parameters have been identified. (Table 6.4)
Table 6.4: Showing Indicative list of Social Impacts
Impact

Nature of Impact

Reasons

Land

Negative

Loss of agricultural land

Livelihood and Income

Positive

Increased opportunities for
jobs

and

commercial

activities
Physical resources

Positive

Decrease

in

usage

of

ground water
Private assets

Negative

Public services and utilities

N.A.

Health

Positive

Loss of land and houses

Trees

to

be

planted,

Purified Water
Culture and Social cohesion

N.A.

Gender based impacts

N.A.
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COST AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS

An assessment has been carried out to analyze public purpose, alternatives,
minimum land requirements, nature and intensity of social impacts, mitigation measures
and the overall cost of project vis-à-vis the benefits of the project. The following section
discusses about assessment of public purpose, alternatives, social impacts and social costs
of this project.
I.

Assessment of Public Purpose
One of the key objectives of the Social Impact Assessment is to examine whether the
proposed project serves as a public purpose project. The proposed land acquisition for
canal based water supply project is required for the following reasons:


The population of Patiala city has witnessed a significant increase in the past, as a
result there has been an ever increasing demand of water supply in the city. The present
water supply system is inadequate to meet this demand for water. With predictions of
further rise in this demand, the residents of Patiala are bound to face serious problems
in terms of regular and adequate supply of water.



The level of groundwater in the entire state of Punjab has witnessed a significant
decline in the recent past and Patiala city is no exception to this. With both, size of
population and demand for water growing rapidly in the city the scenario is bound to
put increased stress on the already stressed water level of the city. Such a scenario is
not a positive sign for any area, hence an immediate solution to this is need of the hour.



Apart from the depleting levels of groundwater another serious issue that the state of
Punjab has been witnessing is the quality of groundwater. Though the problem is
prevalent in the entire state, but the problem in Malwa region particularly has been
declared to have reached an alarming level. Extensive use of pesticides has
contaminated the groundwater making it unfit for drinking purposes. Presence of high
percentage of Fluoride, heavy metals and Uranium, raises serious health concerns.
Keeping these factors in mind it can be concluded that groundwater cannot be
considered a sustainable option in these areas.
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Since the water from this facility will be supplied almost to the entire city it will be
beneficial step for the public at large. Residents of the city will not only get adequate
amount of water supply regularly but also will get better quality of water as water
supplied from this facility will be treated before its supply. Hence, residents of Patiala
will get good quality of drinking water instead of contaminated and unhealthy water to
drink.

Above all, it falls under the list of projects classified in section 2 (I-b-iv) i.e. project for
water harvesting and water conservation structures, sanitation, according to the
RFTCLARR Act 2013.
II.

Key Benefits of the Project

The project will entail a multitude of benefits for the people of the Patiala city. The project
will have following benefits:

III.



Increased universal access to water.



Measured and visible impact on public health.



Improved services to customers.



Reliable services to the urban poor.



Reduction in water consumption.



Conservation of ground water resources.



Increased cost recovery due to increased customer satisfaction.



Reduction in operating costs for the utility.



Significant reduction in coping costs for customers.



Enhanced asset life.
Alternatives

While conducting Social Impact Assessment study, alternatives have to be considered
before finalizing the best suitable alternative for the respective project. According to the
details provided by the requiring body two different options were considered and the
most suitable option was selected. Alternatives that were considered along with their
respective advantages and disadvantages have been discussed in the following section.
The inputs for this section have been provided by the requiring body and they have been
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verified by the SIA team during Transect Walk and field visits during the study.

OPTION No. 1: Existing Intake Point from Bhakra Main Line Canal through Patiala
Navigation Channel (PNC) along Nabha- Patiala road at RD254300/L.
The source is about 2.5 km away from main city of Patiala.
Advantages:


There is a chunk of about 30-32 acre agriculture land available near to the outlet from
Bhakhra Main line in Ablowal area which can easily be acquired.



There is already a sanctioned outlet of 35 cusecs capacity for Patiala Navigation
Channel (PNC) for agricultural purposes which are in the vicinity. Out of this 2.17
cusecs of water is meant for the holy tank at Gurudwara Dukh Niwaran Sahib and
Gurudwara Moti Bagh Sahib.

Hence, 32.83 cusecs of raw water is presently

available. The cost of laying intake pipe line and remodelling of PNC will be less.


This existing availability at the outlet of 32.83 cusecs which is meant for agriculture
will be get converted for drinking purposes by Municipal Corporation, Patiala
(MCP).



The present demand of the drinking water of the city is 35 cusecs. This demand is
expected to increase up to 47 cusecs for the projected population for the year 2036
and further up to 63 cusecs by the year 2051. The project will be implemented in two
phases. In Phase-1 the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) will be constructed for 47
cusecs capacity for which 32.83 cusecs of raw water is presently available. Beside
that 6.5 cusecs of water shall be diverted from existing intake for 2-L Distributary at
RD 225000/L on upstream of this canal to meet up the requiring requirement. Thus
for Phase-I, 39.33 (32.83+6.50) cusecs of water requirement out of total 47 cusecs is
to be met from these two sources. However the balance requirement viz.
47-39.33=7.67 cusecs is proposed to be met from existing tube wells having high
yield. About 18 nos of the existing tube wells having good yield shall be kept for this
purpose. These tube wells will be closed one by one in the coming years as the water
will be saved by better distribution management and NRW control along with the
sanctioning of addition capacity of the raw water.



As the storage is required to handle the situation in case of canal closure/repair, so
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this situation can be handled by closing the sluice gates already provided across the
canal hardly about 100 meters downstream the location of outlet at RD-254300.


As the Full Supply Level (FSL) in the BML is sufficiently higher than the site
proposed for storage and sedimentation tank hence, the water will be drawn by
gravity which will not involve any pumping cost at this stage.



In case of low FSL in the canal the sluice gates mentioned above can be used for
ponding to head up the water in the upstream section of the canal.

This practice

will also help in storage of additional raw water to meet the longer canal closure/
repair/ breach line situation.


The route for main transmission line will be along the existing Patiala navigation
channel (PNC), which is available and feasible.



This site is within the Municipal limit of Patiala, so the supply of water to adjoining
localities like Century Enclave, Majithia Enclave, Gurdarshan Nagar, Bharat Nagar,
Ablowal area, Prem Nagar etc. will be given directly from the water works site. The
Over Head Service Reservoir (OHSR) in these areas would be filled directly which
will save the secondary pumping cost also.

Disadvantages:

The area purposed to be acquired for setting of WTP is about 30-32 acre only
which is surrounded by habitation from 2 sites and BML from West side existing
Sewerage Treatment Plant (STP) from the South side. There is no scope to reserve
the land for future extension.



This area will be sufficient for construction of 115 MLD/47 cusecs capacity WTP to
cater to the demand of water supply for the projected population of the town in the
year 2036 but for further extension up to 2051 or onward, chances of availability of
land seems bleak.



An over head high tension transmission line of 440KV is passing over the purposed
site. Shifting of such heavy load is not an easy job. So the lay out will be designed in
such a way in consultation with PSPCL authorities, so that it may accommodate the
components of WTP design.
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Option No. 2: Existing Intake Point from Bhakra Main Line Canal

at RD 204443 /R

near Village Jalkheri .
The source is about 15 km away from MC limit in west of Patiala City.
Advantages:


Intake having capacity of 1446 cusecs at head of BML Canal for Ghaggar Link is
available. The balance requirement i.e 63-32.83-6.50=23.67 cusecs can be met from
this Ghaggar link outlet.



The agriculture land near existing Intake Point is available in abundance at this
location which can be easily acquired for setting up of WTP.



The land for water treatment plant (WTP) shall be acquired near to existing intake.
After that the treated water shall be transmitted to the city area, across the BML
Canal by pumping.



The land can be acquired in required rectangular or square shape for economical
design of layout of WTP which will save wastage of land which generally occurs
when the shapes of land are irregular.



At the site the plenty of land is available for keeping it reserve for future extension
also.

Disadvantages:


Source of water is far away i.e 15 km. So pipe line shall have to be laid for drawing
raw water up to WTP site.



The intake is on right side of BML canal. So continuous pumping involves for lifting
treated water across the canal.



Extra length of Main Transmission line from WTP to city area would be required
which will cause additional expenditure on the project.



The available route for Main Transmission line across BML Canal to city area shall
be along Patiala -Bhadson Road which is PWD roads. Statutory approvals are
required from the concerned department & subsequently road cut charges shall have
to be paid because no Kutcha Berms are available here for laying the pipe line which
will cause additional cost on the project.
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Selection of Option
After indepth analysis and verification of the facts provided by the requiring body, it has
been found that site selected at Ablowal for WTP facility, would be a better option of the
two alternatives considered. The reasons that support this statement have been mentioned
below:
a.

There is chunk of about 30-32 acre agriculture land available near the outlet from
Bhakhra Main line which can easily be acquired.

b. There is already sanctioned outlet of 35 cusecs Capacity for Patiala Navigation
Channel (PNC) for agricultural purposes which are in the vicinity. Out of which
32.87 cusecs of raw water is presently available. The cost of laying intake pipe line
and remodelling of PNC will be less.
c.

The present demand of the drinking water of Patiala city is 35 cusecs and it will
increase up to 47 cusecs for the projected population for the year 2036. The Water
Treatment Plant (WTP) will be constructed for 47 cusecs capacity.

d. The ultimate demand for the 30 years period i.e. for the projected population for the
year 2051 is about 63 cusecs/155 MLD. The storage capacity at this site is inadequate
to cater the demand for year 2051, because the storage is required to handle the
situation in case of canal closure/repair, however it can be met with by closing the
sluice gates with the approval of concerned authorities which is already provided
across the canal just about 100 mtr. downstream the location of outlet.
e.

As the Full Supply Level (FSL) in the BML is sufficiently higher than the site
proposed for storage and sedimentation tank hence, the water will be drawn by
gravity which will not involve any pumping cost at this stage.

f.

In case of low FSL in the canal the sluice gates mentioned above can be used for
ponding to head up the water in the upstream section of the canal.

This practice

will also help in storage of additional raw water to meet the longer canal closure/
repair/ breach line situation.
g. The route for main transmission line will be along the existing Patiala navigation
channel (PNC), which is available and feasible.
h. This site is within the Municipal limit of Patiala, so the supply of water to adjoining
localities like Century Enclave, Majithia Enclave, Gurdarshan Nagar, Bharat Nagar,
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Ablowal area, Prem Nagar etc. will be given directly from the water works site. The
Over Head Service Reservoir (OHSR) in these areas would be filled directly which
will save the secondary pumping cost also.
IV. Benefits from the Project
Though, it is very difficult to quantify actual cost of social impact based on severity of
land acquisition. However, social costs are calculated by consulting local people,
comparing project benefits and negative impacts from construction of canal based water
supply project. The project will entail a multitude of benefits to the local people of the
surrounding areas. The project will have following benefits for the people:

Positive and negative aspects of the project have been discussed in detail in the following
table no: 7.1
Table 7.1: Comparative Analysis of Positive and Negative Impacts
S.
No.

Positive Impact

Negative Impacts

Remarks

1

Increased universal access to
water
Measured and visible impact
on public health

Loss of agricultural land

After
careful
examination
of
various parameters of
cost and benefit
(positive
and
negative impacts), it
is found that the
proposed
land
acquisition
and
construction would
benefit the local
community at large.

2

3
4
5
6
7

Passage to private and
public land will be
blocked after construction
of boundary wall of the
judicial complex

Improved services to
Loss of trees
customers
Conservation of ground
Loss of residence
water resources
Reduction in water
consumption
Increase in employment
opportunities
Enhanced asset life
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V.

Recommendations on Acquisition
As mentioned above, there are some negative social impacts of this project as there is
displacement involved due to the proposed land acquisition but the proposed canal based
water supply project will have more positive impacts than negative impacts. So, it is
concluded that the potential benefits of the project outweigh overall cost of the project
and this land acquisition for the proposed canal based water supply project should go
through.

VI.

Determination of Compensation
The collector shall adopt the prescribed criteria to assess and determine the amount of
compensation as per section 26, 27 and First Schedule of LARR Act 2013.
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SOCIAL IMPACT MANAGEMENT PLAN

I.

Approach to Mitigation

This Social Impact Management Plan (SIMP) has been prepared to mitigate negative
social impacts of land acquisition for construction of canal based water supply project at
Ablowal, Patiala according to RFCTLARR Act 2013. The Social Impact Management
Plan (SIMP) consists a set of mitigation, monitoring and institutional measures to be
taken during the design, construction and operational phases of the project to eliminate
adverse social impacts or to reduce them to acceptable levels. The main aim of the SIMP
is to ensure that the various adverse impacts are mitigated and the positive impacts are
enhanced. The SIMP shall be implemented during the various stages of the project viz.
pre-construction stage, construction stage and operational stage. A description of the
various management measures suggested during different stages of the project is provided
in following section.

II.


MAJOR FINDINGS OF SIA STUDY
Census Survey has estimated about 68 project affected families and about 144 project
affected persons. The actual impacts in terms of displacement are there as 7
residential houses falls on the land which is proposed to be acquired and loss of
livelihood is very less.



The project will displace permanent residential structures.



Majority of stakeholders are willing to give their land and houses provided they get
fair compensation and R&R package.



Residents of Ablowal village have welcomed the project, as it will create job
opportunities and will have positive impact on health of people and natural resources.

This Social Impact Management Plan (SIMP) is prepared to mitigate negative social
impacts of the acquisition of 31.60 acres land of Ablowal village. The SIMP has followed
The Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency in Land Acquisition and
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Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act 2013(RFCTLARR Act 2013). It appears from the
analyses and overview of the Act that provisions of compensation for Land Acquisition
under RFCTLARR 2013 will be sufficient to manage social and economic issues.
Moreover to provide clarity in the provisions of the Act following broad principles will be
adopted under the project:


Continued consultations with representatives of Municipal Corporation will be the
main feature in implementation of the project,



Administrator and Commissioner for Resettlement and Rehabilitation will be
appointed as per provisions of LARR 2013 by the appropriate Government.



The Administrator of the project will ensure preparation of R&R plan and disclosure
as per provision of LARR 2013.



The SIA report shall be disclosed as per Section 7 (5) of the LARR 2013.



R&R benefits will be as per provisions of second schedule of LARR 2013.

Table 8.1: Analysis of Social Impact of Land Acquisition

Sr.
No.
1.

Type of Impact

Mitigation measures

Loss of fertile agricultural land

Compensation as per provision of
LARR Act 2013

2.

Loss of permanent residential structures

3.

Loss of trees

R&R as per provision of LARR
Act 2013
Lump- Sum compensation

Passage to private land plots will be Alternate passage should be
4.

blocked after construction of boundary wall provided before construction of
of the project

the boundary
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III.


Measures to avoid, mitigate and compensate impact

Social Measures

1. There are some ownership disputes between the stakeholders, these dispute should be
resolved first and it should be insured that the compensation is given to the legal and
rightful owner.(annexure 1)
2. During the operational and other stages of this project the preference should be given
to the village labour.
3. Panchayat and MC Representatives should be helped to make programs for the
meaningful and productive participation of the elderly into the village life, so that
they don’t feel left out and unwanted during the whole process.
4. The youth of village should be provided technical education and required training for
enhancing their employability and competence.
5. Efforts should be made for the upliftment of women and marginal sections like SC
and BC categories by ensuring their participation in decision making and enhancing
their traditional skills and by developing new skills.


Economic Measures

1.

Compensation should be given in fixed time frame to Project Affected People.

2.

Project Affected People should be given technical and financial counseling for the
productive usage and safe investment of compensation money.

3.

The compensation for the damage of the crops during the project should be properly
paid. (if applicable)

4.

The acquiring body should make arrangements to remove, the raw material which
will spill over into the surrounding fields during the construction phase.

5.

Stakeholders have demanded exemption from Transfer Duty and Stamp Duty when
they will buy land for their next generation with the compensation amount.
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1.

Environmental Measures
The policy related to the compensation of trees should be explained clearly and
maximum compensation should be paid.

2.

More and more trees should be planted, to reduce the pollution caused by the traffic.

3.

Local trees should be preferred for plantation instead of alien decorative trees.


1.

Resettlement & Rehabilitation Measures
Transparent and Faired R&R package as as per provisions of section 31 and second
schedule of LARR Act 2013.

2.

Social Impact Assessment study shall be conducted before allotting the resettlement
site if stakeholders chose to resettle.

3.

The leftover land of stakeholders, which becomes unusable after acquisition of larger
portion, shall also be acquired.

4.

The land owners have demanded quota for jobs in the project

5.

The affected village shall be developed by project developer.
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Annexure 1





Red Marks show those residential plots wherein the land owners (as per revenue records)
have been given possession at other places. Hence there is a discrepancy in terms of land
record and actual possession.
Black Marks those residential plots wherein the land owners (as per revenue records) have
been given possession within the area to be acquired for the project, but according to revenue
record their plots lie outside the area to be acquired for the project. Hence there is a
discrepancy in terms of land record and actual possession.
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Annexure II

FGDs with Stakeholders
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During Interview Schedule
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During Interview Schedule
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Verification of Documents
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Transect Walk
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Transect Walk
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Interview with Stakeholders
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;N/N ;'Pb fJzwg?eN n;?;w?AN ਅਥਾਰਟੀ
w?B/iw?AN GtB, ewok Bzpo Nh^8, shih wzfIb

gzikph :{Bhtof;Nh, gfNnkbk

gq'i?eN L

fgzv npb'tkb fty/ Canal Based Water Supply gq'i?eN dh T[;koh bJh IwhB gqkgsh
;pzXh ;wkfie gqGkt dk w[bKeD

gqGkfts gfotkoK dk nB[wkB bkT[D bJh w[ZYbhnK jkbsK dk ;wkfie^nkofEe ;ot/yD

;tkb ;{uh

fwsh L

ikfJdkd gfjukD BzH

;wK

s;tho

y'i fBrokB dk BK

frDsheko dk BK
;kXkoB ikDekoh
1H

Bkw

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

2H

iBw dh fwsh

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

3H

fbzr

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

4H

iks

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

5H

Xow

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

6H

f;Zfynk

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

7H

nkwdB

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

8H

feZsk

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

9H

ftnkj

ftnkfjnk$nD^ftnkfjnk

10H

f;js ;/tktk sZe g[jzu

jK

BKj

(i/eo jK sK HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH feb'whNo )
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11H
12H

ewi'o ;w{j
(i) n"osK dh frDsh

(ii) pZfunK dh frDsh

(iii) pi[orK dh frDsh

(iv) ftebKrk dh frDsh

(v) eh xo dh w[Zyh n"os j? ?

13H

jK

;ke/dkoh Pq/Dh
(i) fgZso g[oyh

14H

BKj

(ii)

wkso g[oyh

gfotko ftZu n"os dk o'b
(i) xo/b{

(ii) B"eohP[dk

(iii) ;t? o[irko
15H

IwhB dh tos'A
(i) e[Zb IwhB

(ii) gqGkfts oepk

(iii) IwhB ftZu Yku/A
16H

fwZNh
(i) T[gikT[

(ii) r?o T[gikT[

(iii) ;/Ai{
17H

(iv) r?o ;/Ai{

f;zukJh d/ ;kXB
fNT{pt?b

18H

;{nk

gkDh
ghD :'r

19H

doZys

(i)

gqGkfts IwhB ftZu o[ZyK dh frDsh

(ii)

o[Zyk dh fe;w
cbdko

20H

j'o

Bk ghD :'r

r?o cbdko

gP{ XB
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(i)

gP{nK dh frDsh

21H

xo/b{ ezw dh tzv
(i) o'Nh gkDh

(ii) d[ZX dk ezw

(iii) y/shpkVh

(iv) j'o ezw

22H

gotk;

(i)

eh s[;hA ezw bJh gotk; oed/ j'
jK

(ii)

BKj

i/ jK, T[E/ eh ezw eod/ j' ?
y/sh wId{oh

tgko s/ fpiB?A;

j'o

(iii)

eh pkjo'A b'e gotk; bJh fgzv ftZu nkT[Ad/ jB ?
jK

BKj

(iv)

i/ jK, sK fe; ezw bJh nkT[Ad/ jB

23H

w[Zy s"o s/ fejVhnK nkofEe rshtXhnK ehshnK ik ojhnK jB.
(i) y/sh

(ii) ;/tktK (B"eoh)

(iii) tgko
24H

(iv) j'o ezw

ykd ;[ofynk
jK

25H

BKj

eoi/ d/ ;kXB
(i) p?Ae

(ii) fBih Pkj{eko

(iii) ;fjekoh ;GktK
26H

s[jkv/ tZb' fgSb/ ;w/A d"okB eoiK fbnk frnk j? ?
jK

BKj

i/ jK, fe; ezw bJh ns/ fezBQK ?
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27H

28H

29H

30H

fwjBskBk dh do
200^300

300^400

400^500

500 s'A T[go

e[dosh ;kXBK sZe g[jzu
jK

BKj

eZuk

gZek

jK

BKj

jK

BKj

xo

ib ;gbkJh

;oekoh NZ[Nh

31H

rzd/ gkDh dh fBek;h dk gqpzX
jK

32H

BKj

fgzv ftZu fjz;k s/ i[ow dh ;fEsh^ XV/pzdh
(i)

uzrh

(ii)

33H

IwhB gqkgsh s'A pknd gqGkt

(i)

nkwdB dk gZXo
tkXk

wkVh

xkNk

e'Jh n;o BjhA
(ii)

ofjD ;fjD dk gZXo
tkXk

xkNk

e'Jh n;o BjhA
(iii)

;EkBe nkofEesk dk ftxB
jK

(iv)

BKj

gfotkoK d/ nkg;h fwbtosB iK b?D d/D ftZu ftxB
jK

BKj
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(v)

ezrkb j'D dk ysok
jK

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

n"osK d/ ofjD ;fjD T[s/ n;o
jK

BKj

jK

BKj

e[dosh ;kXBK s/ n;o

IwhB gqkgsh ekoB ;w{fje ikfJdkdK s/ n;o
tkXk

(ix)

e'Jh n;o BjhA

xkNk

e'Jh n;o BjhA

xkNk

e'Jh n;o BjhA

;e{b ns/ f;Zfynk T[s/ n;o
tkXk

34H

xkNk

f;js ;/tktK s/ n;o
tkXk

(x)

BKj

eh gq'i?eN iK iwhB gqkgsh ekoB ;EkBe ;/tktK s/ gqGkt gt/rk ?
jK

35H

BKj

fBZih ;kXBK s/ gqGkt
(i)

fNT{pt?b

(ii)

e'Jh n;EkJh YkuK

(iii)

doZys

(iv)

j'o

36H

eh IwhB gqkgsh s'A pknd j/m fbyhnK ftZu pdbkt nkT[Dr/.

(i)

;EkBe okiBhse YKu/ ftZu pdbkt

jK

BKj

(ii)

izB ;zfynk ftZu pdbkt

jK

BKj

(iii)

T[iV ikD dk ysok

jK

BKj

37H

IwhB gqkgsh s'A pknd id'A s[jkv/ e'b g?;k nk ikt/rk sK j/m fbfynk T[s/ gqGkt gt/rk

(i)

i[ow s/ r?o ekBz{Bh rshftXhnK ftZu tkXk

jK

BKj

(ii)

nkofEe tksktoB ;EZosk ftZu pdbkt

jK

BKj

(iii)

BP/ ftZu tkXk

jK

BKj
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(iv)

gfotko d/ N[ZND dk ysok

jK

38H

eh IwhB gqkgsh dk T[jBK ftneshnK s/ n;o j't/rk i' f;ZX/ s"o s/ fJ; IwhB Bkb i[V/ BjhA
jB go IwhB s"A gqGkfts j[zd/ jB
jK

39H

BKj

IwhB ftZu ezw eoB tkb/ wId{o fezB/
ed'A s'A ezw eo oj/ jB

40H

41H

BKj

;kb

wjhB/

eh gqGkfts IwhB ftZu e'Jh YkuK nkT[dk j?
jK

BKj

jK

BKj

e'Jh Xkofwe ;EkB

gfotko dk t/otk
bVh
Bzpo

Bkw

fbzr

T[wo

f;Zfynk

nkwdB

1H
2H
3H
4H
5H
6H
7H
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;t? x'PDk

1H

w? HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH g[Zso ;qh HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

tk;h

fgzv$Pfjo HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH dk ofjD tkbk jK.
2H

w? fJj x'PDk eodk jK fe ;N/N P'Pb fJzwg?eN n;?;w?AN nEkoNh, gzikph :{Bhtof;Nh,
gfNnkbk dh Nhw tb'A i'

gq'i?eN ;pzXh bVh

Bzpo 1 s'A 41 sZe gqPBK dk T[Zso fdZsk j? . T[j w/oh ;wM p{M nB[;ko mhe ns/ ;jh j?.
3H

fJ; ;pzXh e[M th b[ekfJnk iK SgkfJnk BjhA frnk j?.

4H

gq'i?eN ;pzXh g[ZS/ rJ/ gqPBK dk T[so fe;/ vo iK dpkn ftZu BjhA fdZsk frnk j?.

5H

T[es fdZsh rJh ;{uBk w/o/$w/oh ;wM p{M nB[;ko mhe ns/ ;jh j?.

6H

ਮੈ ਪ੍ਰਜੈਕਟ ਲਈ ਆਪ੍ਣੀ ਜ਼ਮੀਨ ਦੇਣ ਲਈ ਸਹਿਮਤ ਿਾਂ।

fwsh L

;t? x'PDk eosk d/ j;skyo
gsk

y'I fBrokB d/ j;skyo

frDsheko d/ j;skyo
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;N/N ;'Pb fJzwg?eN n;?;w?AN ਅਥਾਰਟੀ
w?B/iw?AN GtB, ewok Bzpo Nh^8, shih wzfIb

gzikph :{Bhtof;Nh, gfNnkbk
gq'i?eN L

fgzv npb'tkb fty/ Canal Based Water Supply gq'i?eN dh T[;koh bJh IwhB gqkgsh
;pzXh ;wkfie gqGkt dk w[bKeD

gqGkfts y/so dk nB[wkB bkT[D bJh w[ZYbhnK jkbsK dk ;wkfie^nkofEe ;ot/yD

;tkb ;{uh

fwsh L

ikfJdkd gfjukD BzH

;wK

s;tho

y'i fBrokB dk BK

frDsheko dk BK
gq'i?eN y/so dh ikDekoh
1H

Bkw

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

2H

fgzv ftZu nkj[Zdk

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

3H

fbzr

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

4H

iks

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

5H

Xow

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

6H

f;Zfynk

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

7H

nkwdB

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

8H

feZsk

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

9H

ftnkj

ftnkfjnk$nD^ftnkfjnk

10H

f;js ;/tktk sZe g[jzu

jK

BKj

(i/eo jK sK HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH feb'whNo )
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11H

fgzv ftZu b'eK d/ tZ;D dk sohek
(i) oZb fwb e/

(ii) nbZr nbZr

(iii) ;wkfie doik pzdh nB[;ko

12H

;fGnkukoe ;z;EktK
(i)

:{E ebZp

(iii)
13H

(iv)

;wkfie ;z;EktK
BPk SvkT[ e/Ado

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
14H

fizw

(ii)

;fjs ;GktK

(iv)

okifBse ;z;EktK
(i)

gzukfJs

(ii)

15H

f;tb ;wkfie ;z;EktK

(i)

B'itkB iK n"osK dhnK
;z;EktK

(ii)

iZE/pzdhnK d/ ekoe{B

(iii)

;kyosk ;Gk

(iv)

;[Xko ;Gk

(v)

w[V t;/pk e/Zdo

16H

gqpzXeh ;z;EktK
(i) u"Aehdko

(ii) Bzpodko

(iii) ;ogzu

(iv) gNtkoh

(v) g[fb; u"Aeh

(vi) vkeykBk

(vii) p?Ae
17H

;EkBe T[d:'fre
jK

18H

BKj

;KMhnK EktK s/ ikfJdkd
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(i) fgzv dh ;kMh EK

(ii) N'p/

(iii) ;ZE

(iv) phV

(v) j'o
19H

nktkikJh d/ ;kXB
(i) pZ;

20H

21H

(ii) o/b

(iii) nkN'A

wzvh$pIko sZe gj[zu
(i)

0^5 feb'whNo

(iii)

10 s'A T[go

5^10 feb'whNo

(ii)

;?o ;gkN/ dhnK EktK
jK

22H

BKj

;fjekoh ns/ j'o ofjD ;fjD ;zpzXh ;GktK
jK

BKj

i/eo jK sK ;gZPN fby'L^
23H

fgzv ftZu fejVhnK^fejVhnK ;oekoh ;ehwK bkr{ jB ?
(i) n?w ih Bo/rk
(iii) gqXkB wzsoh iB XB :"iBk

24H

(ii) PrB ;ehw
(iv) j'o

Xkofwe EktK
(i) r[odtkok ;kfjp

(ii) wzfdo

(iii) w;fid

(iv) froik xo

(v) gho

(vi) v/ok

(vii) j'o
25H

fgzv ftZu ;e{b
(i) n?bhw?ANoh
(iii) jkJh

(ii) fwvb
(iv) ;hBhno ;ze?voh
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26H

T[u/oh f;Zfynk
jK

27H

BKj

f;js ;/tktK dk gqpzX
(i) fv;g?AB;oh

(ii) j;gskb

(iii) fBZih efbfBe
28H

29H

gP{nk dk j;gskb
jK

BKj

jK

BKj

nkrDtkVh e/Ado

i/ jK sK fezB/
30H

;oekoh fvg{
jK

31H

fgzv ftZu fjz;k s/ i[ow dh ;fEsh^ XV/pzdh
uzrh

(i)
32H

BKj

(ii)

fgzv dh gzukfJs ftZu n"osK dh B[wkfJdrh
1

2

3

33H

IwhB gqkgsh s'A pknd gqGkt

(i)

gfotkoK d/ nkg;h fwbtosB iK b?D d/D ftZu ftxB
jK

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

5

BKj

jK

BKj

jK

BKj

e[dosh ;kXBK s/ n;o

IwhB gqkgsh ekoB ;w{fje ikfJdkdK s/ n;o
xkNk

e'Jh n;o BjhA

xkNk

e'Jh n;o BjhA

f;js ;/tktK s/ n;o
tkXk

(vi)

4

n"osK d/ ofjD ;fjD T[s/ n;o

tkXk
(v)

wkVh

;e{b ns/ f;Zfynk T[s/ n;o
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tkXk
34H

xkNk

e'Jh n;o BjhA

eh gq'i?eN iK iwhB gqkgsh ekoB ;EkBe ;/tktK s/ gqGkt gt/rk ?
jK

BKj

35H

eh IwhB gqkgsh s'A pknd j/m fbyhnK ftZu pdbkt nkT[Dr/.

(i)

;EkBe okiBhse YKu/ ftZu pdbkt

jK

BKj

(ii)

izB ;zfynk ftZu pdbkt

jK

BKj

(iii)

T[iV ikD dk ysok

jK

BKj

36H

fJ; gq'i?eN dk fgzv s/ fet/A dk n;o gt/rk ?
uzrk

wkVk

fgzv d/ b'eK dh gq'i?eN pko/ ftuko L^
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

;t? x'PDk

1H
w? HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH g[Zso ;qh HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
tk;h
fgzv$Pfjo HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH dk ofjD tkbk jK.
2H
w?A fJj x'PDk eodk jK fe w? fgzv ftZu ps"oHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH ti'A ;/tktk fBGk fojk jK.
3H
w? fJj x'PDk eodk jK fe ;N/N P'Pb fJzwg?eN n;?;w?AN nEkoNh, gzikph :{Bhtof;Nh,
gfNnkbk dh Nhw tb'A i'
gq'i?eN ;pzXh bVh
Bzpo 1 s'A 36 sZe gqPBK dk T[Zso fdZsk j? . T[j w/oh ;wM p{M nB[;ko mhe ns/ ;jh j?.
3H
fJ; ;pzXh e[M th b[ekfJnk iK SgkfJnk BjhA frnk j?.
4H
gq'i?eN ;pzXh g[ZS/ rJ/ gqPBK dk T[so fe;/ vo iK dpkn ftZu BjhA fdZsk frnk j?.
5H
T[es fdZsh rJh ;{uBk w/o/$w/oh ;wM p{M nB[;ko mhe ns/ ;jh j?.
fwsh L

;t? x'PDk eosk d/ j;skyo
n[jZdk fgzv ftZu
gsk

y'I fBrokB d/ j;skyo

frDsheko d/ j;skyo
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